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Abstract

This report documents the program and outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 21231 on “Transparency by Design” held in June 2021. Despite extensive ongoing discussions surrounding fairness, accountability, and transparency in the context of ethical issues around AI systems that are having an increasing impact on society, the notion of transparency – closely linked to explainability and interpretability – has largely eluded systematic treatment within computer science to date.

The purpose of this Dagstuhl Seminar was to initiate a debate around theoretical foundations and practical methodologies around transparency in data-driven AI systems, with the overall aim of laying the foundations for a “transparency by design” framework – a framework for systems development methodology that integrates transparency in all stages of the software development process. Addressing this long-term challenge requires bringing together researchers from Artificial Intelligence, Human-Computer Interaction, and Software Engineering, as well as ethics specialists from the humanities and social sciences, which was a key objective for the four-day seminar conducted online.

Executive Summary

As AI technologies are witnessing impressive advances and becoming increasingly widely adopted in real-world domains, the debate around the ethical implications of AI has gained significant momentum over the last few years. Much of this debate has focused on fairness, accountability, transparency and ethics, giving rise to “Fairness, Accountability and Transparency” (FAT or FAccT) being commonly used to capture this complex of properties as key elements to ethical AI.
However, the notion of transparency – closely linked to terms like explainability, accountability, and interpretability – has not yet been given a holistic treatment within computer science. Despite the fact that it is a prerequisite to instilling trust in AI technologies, there is a gap in understanding around how to create systems with the required transparency, from demands on capturing their transparency requirements all the way through to concrete design and implementation methodologies. When it comes to, for example, demonstrating that a system is fair or accountable, we lack usable theoretical frameworks for transparency. More generally, there are no general practical methodologies for the design of transparent systems.

The purpose of this Dagstuhl Seminar was to initiate a debate around theoretical foundations and practical methodologies with the overall aim of laying the foundations for a “Transparency by Design” framework, i.e. a framework for systems development that integrates transparency in all stages of the software development process.

To address this challenge, we brought together researchers with expertise in Artificial Intelligence, Human-Computer Interaction, and Software Engineering, but also considered it essential to invite experts from the humanities, law and social sciences, which would bring an interdisciplinary dimension to the seminar to investigate the cognitive, social, and legal aspects of transparency.

As a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic, the seminar had to be carried out in a virtual, online format. To accommodate the time zones of participants from different parts of the world, two three-hour sessions were scheduled each day, with participant groups of roughly equal size re-shuffled each day to provide every attendee with opportunities to interact with all other participants whenever time difference between their locations made this possible in principle. Each session consisted of plenary talks and discussion as well as work in small groups, with discussions and outcomes captured in shared documents that were edited jointly by the groups attending different sessions each day.

The seminar was planned to gradually progress from building a shared understanding of the problem space among participants on the first day, to mapping out the state of the art and identifying gaps in their respective areas of expertise on the second day and third day.

To do this, the groups identified questions that stakeholders in different domains may need to be able to answer in a transparent systems, where we relied on participants to choose domains they are familiar with and consider important. To identify the state of the art in these areas, the group sessions on the second and third days were devoted to mapping out the current practice and research, identifying gaps that need to be addressed.

The two sessions on each day considered these in terms of four aspects: data collection techniques, software development methodologies, AI techniques and user interfaces.

Finally, the last day was dedicated to consolidating the results towards creating a framework for designing transparent systems. This began with each of the parallel groups considering different aspects: Motivating why transparency is important; challenges posed by current algorithmic systems; transparency-enhancing technologies; a transparency by design methodology; and, finally, the road ahead.

The work that began with the small group discussions and summaries continued with follow up meetings to continue the work of each group. The organisers have led the work to integrate all of these into an ongoing effort after the seminar, aiming to create a future joint publication.
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Among many strong and positive suggestions in the 2020 EU whitepaper on AI was at least one repeated falsehood: that AI is necessarily opaque. AI is of necessity no more opaque than natural intelligence; in fact, digital artifacts can by choice be made to be far more transparent than nature. In the talk, I describe technological, sociological, and economic barriers to transparency, how these are affected by AI and the digital revolution, and what governance policies may be deployed to address them. Here in this extended abstract, I just talk about what transparency means, and what it is for.

My intent here is to provide the definitions most useful for interpreting the five OECD Principles of AI, since that’s the soft law with the most international support, with 50 national governments (the OECD and the G20) now signed up to it.

Responsibility is the keystone. It is a property assigned by a society to individuals for their actions, including inactions where action was the expected norm. Actors with responsibility are technically termed ‘moral agents’ in philosophy. These vary by society. So for example, a family may hold a child or a dog responsible to know where an appropriate place is to pee. But a government will only hold legal persons responsible. In the case of a family, those will be the adult humans in the household.

Accountability is the capacity to assign responsibility to the correct agency. The purpose of accountability and responsibility are to maintain social order, that is, to maintain the society. Therefore responsibility is ordinarily assigned to those who can be held to account. The purpose of holding people to account is to persuade them and others like them to perform what a society considers to be their responsibilities for maintaining that society. Sometimes responsibility is determined to fall outside the control of any agency. In the USA for example, weather events are frequently termed “acts of God.”

Transparency is the property of a system whereby it is possible to trace accountability and allocate responsibility. Where there is transparency, there does not need to be blind trust. Formally, trust is the expectation of good behaviour afforded (by a truster) to others (trustees) where the trustee’s behaviour is actually unknown and where the trustee actually has autonomy with respect to the truster. Transparency may create a sensation of trust, but it renders the formal state of trust unnecessary. Transparency is something that can and should be designed into an intelligent system.

I postulate in my talk that the limits of transparency are problems like computational combinatorics, which means we can never know everything in detail; sociological problems like political polarisation and identity politics, which make people not likely to believe information even if it is in front of them; and mutually exclusive goals, so for example there can be no meeting of the minds when one mind is focussed only on wealth creation and another mind is focussed only on ethics red lines. But AI does not make any of these problems worse. The fact that AI systems contain complicated components is no more of a problem than organisations composed of humans with complicated brains. We only need transparency as to who is responsible for ensuring a system has been developed and operated in such a way
that if it functions incorrectly or to malign purpose, we can know who caused it to do such a thing, even if that cause is failure to follow best practice or the release of an inadequately tested or understood system.

3.2 Fairness-Aware Recommender Systems

Robin Burke (University of Colorado – Boulder, US)

Recommender systems are machine learning systems that provide personalized results to users across a wide array of applications from social media to e-commerce to news to online dating. As fairness in machine learning has become a major sub-field of research in the past five years, recommender systems have also benefited from this emphasis. However, as these fairness-aware systems begin to be deployed, it becomes quite clear that we know very little about how users think about and interact with systems that take ethical stances, stances which might put them at odds with user interests and goals. The multi-sided nature of recommender systems also becomes clear when we consider fairness and this suggests the need for transparency toward providers of items being recommended. Fairness-aware recommendation therefore raises two key challenges: (1) how best to implement transparency for users who consume recommendations designed to be fair and (2) how to implement transparency for item providers for whom fairness may be important but where transparency may enable adversarial manipulation by such users.

3.3 Artificial Intelligence for Social Good: When Machines Learn Human-like Biases from Data

Aylin Caliskan (University of Washington – Seattle, US)

Developing machine learning methods theoretically grounded in implicit social cognition reveals that unsupervised machine learning captures associations, including human-like biases, objective facts, and historical information, from the hidden patterns in datasets. Machines that learn representations of language from corpora embed biases reflected in the statistical regularities of language. Similarly, image representations in computer vision contain biases due to stereotypical portrayals in vision datasets. On the one hand, principled methodologies for measuring associations in artificial intelligence provide a systematic approach to study society, language, vision, and learning. On the other hand, these methods reveal the potentially harmful biases in artificial intelligence applications built on general-purpose representations. As algorithms are accelerating consequential decision-making processes ranging from employment and university admissions to law enforcement and content moderation, open problems remain regarding the propagation and mitigation of biases in the expanding machine learning pipeline.
The AI community is increasingly interested in understanding how to build artifacts that are accepted and trusted by their users in addition to performing useful tasks. It is undeniable that explainability can be an important factor for acceptance and trust. However, there is still limited understanding of the actual relationship between explainability, acceptance, and trust and which factors might impact this relationship. In particular, although existing research on Explainable AI (XAI) suggests that having AI systems explain their inner workings to their end users can help foster transparency, interpretability, and trust, there are also results suggesting that such explanations are not always wanted by or beneficial for all users. These results indicate that research in XAI needs to go beyond one-size-fits-all explanations and investigate AI systems that can personalize explanations of their behaviors to the user’s specific needs.

There is general agreement that such needs may depend on context, e.g., the type of AI application and criticality of the targeted tasks, but there is also evidence that, given the same context, user differences play a role in defining when and how explanations may be useful and effective.

These results call for the need to investigate personalized XAI, namely how to create AI systems that understand to whom, when and how to deliver effective explanations of their actions and decisions.

AI-driven personalization has been an active field of research for several decades, spanning fields such as recommender systems, intelligent-tutoring systems, conversational agents, and affect-aware systems. To provide personalization, an AI system needs to have an adaptive loop in which it acquires a model of its user by inferring relevant user properties from available observations and decides how to personalize its behavior accordingly, to favor at best the goal of the interaction.

We see explanations as yet another element of personalization in the adaptive loop, where the system ascertains if and how to justify its behavior to the user based on its best understanding of user properties specifically relevant to evaluate the need for explanation. What these relevant properties are is still largely unknown, hence, a key step toward personalized XAI is research to fill this gap.

Two general types of user properties have shown to be relevant for personalization: long-term traits that do not usually change over short periods of time (such as cognitive abilities and personality traits); and transient short-term states such as attention, interest and emotions.

We argue that, given a specific AI application, different types and forms of explanations may work best for different users, and even for the same user at different times, depending to some extent on both their long-term traits and short-term states. As such, our long-term goal is to develop personalized XAI tools that adapt dynamically to the user’s needs by taking both these types of user factors into account.

In this talk, I focus on research investigating the impact of long-term traits, and how they may drive personalization. I present a general methodology to address these two questions, followed by an examples of how it was applied to gain insights on which long-term traits are relevant for personalizing explanations in an intelligent tutoring system (ITS). I discuss how to move forward from these insights, and present research paths that should be explored to make personalized XAI happen.
3.5 Increasing Transparency with Humans in the Loop

Gianluca Demartini (The University of Queensland – Brisbane, AU)

Bias appears in data collected from human annotators. It is then propagated into the Artificial Intelligence (AI) models trained with such labelled datasets. Bias in AI is then presented to end users who interact with the AI-powered system with their own bias and stereotypes. In such a setting, increasing the level of transparency could be an alternative to popular approaches aimed instead at removing bias from the system.

In this talk, I first present an example from our recent research of bias present in labelled datasets generated by human annotators in the context of crowdsourced judgements of information truthfulness. I then discuss how data-driven models of human annotator interaction behaviour may be leveraged to better understand the behavioural diversity present in a group of human annotators and the potential bias reflected in the labels generated by them. Finally, I discuss possible approaches to manage such bias in data and AI going beyond the classic aim of removing it.
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3.6 Transparency by design

Virginia Dignum (University of Umeå, SE)

In this talk, discuss the desirability and challenges of a design approach to transparency and proposed it to be complemented and extended by a “transparency in design” approach that focus on the processes, choices and stakeholders. Current work on transparency by design focuses on algorithmic transparency, namely on the data, results and functionalities of algorithms but often ignores the context in which algorithms are developed and used, and the power relations that influence decisions and requirements. Moreover, algorithmic transparency is not always possible nor desirable (IP, security, complexity, etc) so it needs to be complemented by methods that build trust, such as contracts and formal governance processes.
3.7 Transparency issues for the Use of AI and Analytics in Financial Services

Ansgar Koene (EY Global – London, GB)

Data analytics, risk modelling and prediction are common practices with a long tradition in the financial services. Despite great interest and a large number of pilot projects to explore the use of AI for enhancing the power of these computational practices, however, established financial institutions have been slow to put AI into operational use for core financial activities. Key factors that are holding back the deployment of AI are concerns about the ability to comply with regulatory requirements regarding the explainability and robustness of financial models.

In this talk I review existing regulatory requirements and compliance considerations for the use of data analytics in the financial industry, which must be considered when evaluating the potential for the use of AI in this sector. Starting with an overview of levels of governance requirements that apply to the use of models in financial services and an associated algorithm risk tiering I provide some examples of typical model governance approaches for different types of regulated model classes. Based on these established model governance requirements I consider four dimensions of risk associated with AI: the data; the models and their implementation; the approach to modelling; and the (lack of) accumulated experience for these types of models. When considering the mitigation of these risks, I briefly present some model validation and monitoring considerations for conceptual soundness, data quality review, outcomes analysis, implementation controls and performance monitoring that are associated with business knowledge, data governance, cross validation, IT governance and model after-care, respectively.

Zooming in on model explainability, I consider the familiar issue of trade-off between model interpretability and accuracy by focusing in on additional objectives that interpretability serves, such as: debugging and improvement of the model; trust and acceptance; regulatory compliance; ethics; safety and transferability; and discovery of unknown relationships in the data by being better able to interpret model outcomes. Particular attention is paid to the challenge of addressing the different explainability needs of various stakeholders, as highlighted in the Bank of England working paper No816 on “Machine learning explainability in finance” an application to default risk analysis.

I conclude with some findings of a survey on the ways in AI is being used by banks, or how they anticipate using it in the near future.

3.8 Engineering Traceability: A Lens Connecting Transparency Tools to Accountability Needs

Joshua A. Kroll (Naval Postgraduate School – Monterey, US)

Accountability is widely understood as a goal for well governed computer systems, and is a sought-after value in many governance contexts. But how can it be achieved? Many authors suggest it is enabled by transparency, though without a clear mechanism or requirements
this, too, is challenging to achieve adequately. Recent work on standards for governable artificial intelligence systems offers a related principle: traceability. Traceability requires establishing not only how a system worked but how it was created and for what purpose, in a way that explains why a system has particular dynamics or behaviors. It connects records of how the system was constructed and what the system did mechanically to the broader goals of governance, in a way that highlights human understanding of that mechanical operation and the decision processes underlying it. We examine the ways that traceability links transparency demands to accountability needs, distill from these a set of requirements on software systems driven by the principle, and systematize the technologies available to meet those requirements. From our map of requirements to supporting tools, techniques, and procedures, we identify gaps and needs separating what traceability requires from the toolbox available for practitioners. This map reframes existing discussions around accountability and transparency, using the principle of traceability to show how, when, and why transparency can be deployed to serve accountability goals and thereby improve the normative fidelity of systems and their development processes.

3.9 Transparency and the Fourth AI Revolution

Loizos Michael (Open University of Cyprus – Nicosia, CY)

Facilitated by the desire to scientifically understand and replicate human intelligence in machines, the First AI Revolution had as a primary consequent the offloading of the cognitive burden of humans – reminiscent of the offloading of the physical burden of humans during the First Industrial Revolution – with humans retaining control as domain experts in their interaction with machines. This central role of humans was considerably diminished during the Second AI Revolution, where the advent of Deep Learning drove humans to the subsidiary role of “blue-collar” workers annotating data over the machine learning “assembly line” – echoing the primary consequent of the Second Industrial Revolution – and raised concerns on humans ceding too much control to AI.

The ongoing effort towards building transparent AI can, ultimately, be seen as a natural reaction and a potential remedy to these concerns. In this context, post-hoc transparency on why a system exhibits a certain behavior is not sufficient. Rather, transparency mechanisms should be built by design into an AI system to reveal why the latter’s exhibited behavior is what it should be, according to any applicable legal, social, and ethical frameworks. The direction foreshadowed by the need for such transparency is that of an oncoming Fourth AI Revolution, facilitated – as with the Fourth Industrial Revolution – by an increased communication between humans and machines, and a resulting transition from machine automation to machine autonomy that is guided, monitored, and evaluated by humans, towards building long-term trust and offering reassurances that machines will respect the values that humans deem important.

In this talk we argue that this form of transparency can be achieved without abandoning the central role that machine learning has played in AI so far, but by extending the role of humans from that of data annotators to that of machine coaches. Much like how humans help each other acquire new knowledge by interactively providing feedback, the Machine Coaching paradigm that we put forward proceeds on the basis that humans and machines engage
in a dialog on why a certain behavior was exhibited by a machine: the machine provides an explanation based on its current knowledge, and if the human finds the explanation lacking then the latter effectively provides back an improved or more appropriate explanation that the machine proceeds to integrate into its learned knowledge for future use. Feedback bilaterally exchanged between humans and machines in the context of Machine Coaching is, therefore, specific to the given situation, and is provided in-situ and in an agile and dialectical manner, ensuring that the process is cognitively light for the human coach, and that the knowledge acquired by the machine is – by design and provably, in a formal sense – acceptable to the human with whom the machine is interacting.
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3.10 Social biases: Identifying Stereotypes about Women and Immigrants – The Case of Misogyny

Paolo Rosso (Technical University of Valencia, ES)

Language has the power to reinforce stereotypes and project social biases onto others. At the core of the challenge is that it is rarely what is stated explicitly, but rather the implied meanings, that frame people’s judgments about others. This is the case of stereotypes about women and immigrants, two social categories that are among the most preferred targets of hate speech and discrimination. In the first part of the talk, we address the problem of automatic detection and categorization of misogynous language in social media. Special emphasis is given to the issue of transparency during data collection and labelling, as well as at the time of the explanation of the categorization of misogynous language. Finally, we illustrate a taxonomy that we proposed to address the problem of stereotypes about immigrants.
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4 Working groups

4.1 Stakeholders and their Questions (day 1)

Judy Kay (The University of Sydney, AU), Tsvi Kuflik (Haifa University, IL), and Michael Rovatsos (University of Edinburgh, GB)

The online nature of the seminar necessitated a setup where sub-groups in compatible time zones convened for extended sessions twice each day, with those meeting in a larger session then further collaborating in small breakout groups on specific topics. The participants of each session were re-shuffled every day to maximise opportunities for all of them to interact with each other at least for part of the event. Further, to allow all participants to engage with the material presented, recordings of invited talks presented in each session were provided for the benefit of those not able to participate in those sessions due to their geographical location. The working groups across all sessions also collaborated asynchronously through shared online documents, documenting discussions and enabling cross-fertilisation between the work of individual groups.

This process was followed for the first three days of the seminar, with the final day being structured around working groups forming around topics for different sections of the joint “transparency by design” framework document authored jointly by all seminar attendees.

On the first day, working groups focused on a user-centric perspective to understand requirements for transparency. For this purpose, participants were split into small groups that aimed at identifying the questions users want to be answered when considering the use of algorithmic systems.

At a high level, these questions characterise the sorts of questions that a transparency by design approach will enable key stakeholders to answer. The group discussion was organised in six stages:

**Stage 1** Select one key context that the group has some expertise and interest in, and identify the key classes of stakeholders.

**Stage 2** For one such stakeholder group, we brainstorm to define an initial broad set of driving questions the people in that stakeholder group may want to be able to answer.

**Stage 3** Repeat the above steps for a second stakeholder group.

**Stage 4** Identify the questions that the group considers to be most important to support in the design process, taking account of additional stakeholders identified in Stage 1 – this was the narrowing phase of the brainstorm discussion.

**Stage 5** Review the conclusions across the other groups of participants (reviewing the shared document used by all groups). Each group then used this to both refine the set of driving questions for that group’s context and to identify the similarities and differences between them.

**Stage 6** Finalize what to share with other groups.

The groups then returned from their breakout groups to a joint session, with a representative from each group presenting the key outcomes of their group’s work. There were in total six groups and they selected three different domains, in the areas of education (3), job recruitment (2) and e-commerce (1).

For job recruitment, the identified key stakeholders are government regulators, certification agencies, users (job consultants, applicant (not) offered a position, lawyers contesting decisions, software developers, analysts, and hiring entities). The most important stakeholders interacting with a job recruitment system that were identified were regulators and applicants.
The key questions concerning the transparency of the system were “how”, “why” and “what”. There were two major points of view, applicant and job consultant, but the questions that were identified are relevant to both. For the “how”, these were: How is the candidate being scored? How is the user’s privacy protected? How much control do the users (employers/candidates) have to appeal/contest the decision? How well can the system handle discrimination bias? How can the candidate be a good fit for a specific job position? How does the system make a decision? For the “why”, they were: Why did the candidate not get the job position while someone else was successful? For the “what”, they were: What is the appropriate process followed for developing the software? What control do the end users have over the system (e.g. once we have identified that the system is doing something wrong, is the candidate able to change this)? What criteria were set for the system to operate? What concepts, values, terms have been defined in the system? What data was used to train the model? What process was used to make the decision to use that data? What are known historical good and bad practices? What went wrong in the past and why (no matter whether/what technology was used)? Have we investigated this history? What have we learned from these investigations?

For education, the key stakeholders are the students, teachers, professors, the parents, the university and school administrators, IT experts (technology developers and operators of the assessment system) at the institution, research funders and society at large (general public, journalists, civil society activists). The most important stakeholders identified in an educational system are the teachers and students. Again, the key questions were divided into “why”, “how” and “what”. The key questions concerning the transparency of the system are “why” questions, such as: Why does the system make an intervention (which can be justified based on the system’s objective), or why is this problem (specific topic/concept) recommended for the student to solve? In terms of “what”: What criteria does the system use to make a decision (e.g. Why did I get this grade? What are the marking criteria?)? For the “how”, the questions are about a variety of aspects regarding process and outcomes: How did the system select a peer group to compare the student’s performance to? How is a specific intervention generated? How would the grade differ compared to human-given grades? How can I improve my grade? How does the system produce the specific grade or decide the student’s level? How does an adaptive educational system determine/evaluate student knowledge for a domain topic or concept? How can we ensure consistency of assessment? How do I know that the accuracy of the assessment is correct? For the “what” the focus was on: What information is being shared with third parties (external vendors)?

In the e-commerce domain, the key stakeholders are buyers, sellers, creators – i.e. music track, performer vs. producer, advertisers, developers of a system, shipping/supply chain, recipients, regulatory (depending on product) operator. Here the main stakeholders are buyers and sellers and as they greatly differ, as do the questions. The key questions regarding the transparency of the system that will concern buyers are why they get (or do not get) specific recommendations? How to interface with the system, and how the system deals with any ethical and privacy concerns? How reliable/trustable the information and reviews of a product are that are presented? How people build their mental models of the space of products and services? The driving questions of the sellers concern the transparency of why their product is or is not recommended to specific buyers, how the pricing works, how the advertisement of products is performed, what responsibility issues there are; and what control a buyer or seller interacting with the system has. In general, the most important question is why someone gets a specific recommendation, what control buyers/sellers have while interacting with the system, and how trust in the system has been calibrated.
Through discussions in the working groups on the first day, a comprehensive account of requirements for transparency was elaborated for a number of different scenarios (including additional ones beyond those described above). These demonstrated very clearly that the breadth of possible concerns is potentially too great to condense into concise models, especially considering the specifics of different domains, and the societal, regulatory, legal, and ethical parameters that depend on the context of use of algorithmic systems in each sector. Nonetheless, it became clear that there are ways to systematically analyse who needs to know what about a system, when and how this information should be delivered to them, but also that these are issues that are not currently routinely addressed when algorithmic systems with potentially wide-ranging societal impacts are developed.

4.2 State of the Art and Emerging Priorities (day 2)

Judy Kay (The University of Sydney, AU), Tsvi Kuflik (Haifa University, IL), and Michael Rovatsos (University of Edinburgh, GB)

A major outcome of discussions on the first day of the seminar was the need to focus on collecting and analysing data in order to answer transparency-related questions. Framed within an exploration of the state of the art and research challenges around making progress in this direction, the second day followed a discussion format where working groups progressed through four stages: 1) Describing the state of the art on data collection in each of the domains discussed; 2) identifying gaps in terms of data collection; 3) considering requirements for an agile test-driven environment to bridge these gaps; and 4) identifying challenges that need to be addressed to enable such methodologies. The domains discussed in the six groups were similar to those of the previous day: e-commerce, job recruitment, and educational systems.

In the e-commerce domain, the main questions from the previous day were: Why did a customer get this specific recommendation, what control does the customer have over who sees the seller’s product, and why are features to allow such customer-side control configured the way they are. Transparency in recommender systems is usually handled via providing explanations for recommendations in current systems, but many publications are also emerging that address fairness in recommendations. Looking at Amazon as a prime example, the user model can be built given based on short-term profile elements: current session interaction (items clicked, time spent on reading reviews/exploring a specific item, sequence of items), which is often combined with long-term data (the previous history of the user including user and item contexts, the behaviour of similar users – collaborative filtering – and derived attributes). Some of this data involves private self-reported information and some involves public data. Explicit data can also be collected from user ratings or surveys. Such data collection leads to additional questions regarding data transparency, e.g., how the specific user model is built and how it is used later on for recommendations, what training data is used, from what time period, whether different algorithms are used in different countries by the same company due to different legislation in those countries, etc. Some data pre-processing methods that can be used on the collected data such as adversarial inputs, detection of skew in available data for popular vs. less-popular items, data augmentation techniques and pre-trained embeddings for text or image analysis. The gaps from the existing
literature regarding the data pre-processing techniques are that transparency issues of the data still exist especially when using pre-trained embeddings for text or image processing as well as a lack of transparency from technology providers regarding underspecification of how their systems operate, including how they may have been “sanity checked” and “stress tested”.

Taking all these into consideration, and using an agile test-driven approach, one of the two groups suggested an approach where, at each software development cycle (requirements, design, implementation and testing) various stakeholders and technologies, appropriate for that specific stage, should be used. For example, for the specifications/requirements analysis phase the main stakeholders are end users, regulators and owners, and technologies/methods used are standard software engineering techniques. However, for a future transparency-driven development, where users would like to get both an explanation about the model itself and its outcomes, and to be able to see what features were used to build her actual user model, the following approaches should be considered: In the requirements stage, transparency could be defined as a non-functional requirement that might later become a functional requirement (for example, how to present the user profile/model to the user with features that were used for building it, e.g. via user preferences, with a checklist of relevant features the user can opt out of). This should be in addition to providing model explanations, as well as outcome (recommendation) explanations and global explanations for the overall software quality assessment.

In the testing stage, the generation of test cases to validate transparency requirements will be important (e.g. in regression testing), where the testing approach itself should also be transparent. In terms of stakeholders, it should be clear who is involved in each stage of the engineering process, what decisions they have to make, who is responsible for each decision, and whether these decisions need to be reported to regulators. Regarding the technologies used, those used during the certification processes should be independent of those used in development.

The group highlighted the importance of educating stakeholders in order to embed such an approach in systems development, but some open questions remain unresolved, including: What certifications are available in terms of trusting the system? Does the public want to be educated to understand such certifications? From an ethical/legal perspective, users need to know their rights. Were the engineers trained in transparent systems design, and how should this issue be addressed (e.g. should such training be legally mandated)?

Another group performed a literature survey on state-of-the-art research related to transparency in data collection in the area of recruitment. They identified papers and systems that deal with automatic recruitment and its implications, challenges, and solutions. Most of the papers referred to fairness in the recruitment systems, which in some sense overlaps with transparency. However, it is hard to identify applications implemented in the real world. In addition to this, some solutions proposed in the literature are not closely embedded in the context of hiring and recruitment, and are often more about generic machine learning based systems. For systems that deal with people and decisions taken about them, the questions seem to be similar. Moreover, there are generic solutions that exist and maybe we need to look into them and one should consider whether there is a need for adaptation towards objectives we might aim for in the recruitment domain.

In the context of educational systems, the questions for transparency concern mostly what kind of data the system has about students, how it ranks them, why a student obtained a particular recommendation, and how accurate this recommendation is (which is typically also asked by the educational provider). The group found many publications that include
use cases such as machine learning systems that predict learning outcomes and forecast student grades. Another aspect discussed were privacy concerns around student data, as evident from two case studies (one on how Coursera handles GDPR issues, and another one using Named Entity Recognition to anonymize student data). In these case studies, the data used as input to algorithmic components includes demographic data, student grades, their responses in assignments, evaluations of teaching performance, represented either as text or in tabular data. Techniques that are usually used to pre-process the data included data cleaning techniques for the training data that would be used in a classification or clustering algorithm, web mining techniques, the use of association rules to mine learner profiles and diagnose learners’ common misconceptions, sequential pattern mining to extract and present patterns that characterize the behavior of successful groups, and web mining techniques that group documents according to their topics and similarities and provide summaries. As for transparency, a case study that reports on using the LIME explainability method for student monitoring techniques used in a recommender system, and the QII approach for providing transparency reports in learning systems stood out as more principled studies in the state of the art.

Regarding the allocation of people to positions, job applications discussion focused on problems of both the regulators and the applicants, and, in particular, on helping the applicants to understand why they did not get a job. This is not only about looking for discrimination, but also about coming to a greater sense of self knowledge and job knowledge and bringing all these pieces together. Since both regulators and naive users are involved in this process, an approach similar to digital forensics seems appropriate, not only for the regulators to ensure fair treatment, but also for the applicants who should be able to inspect differences between themselves and other, successful, applicants. Another important concern is personal data retention by platform providers, in particular how long personal data can be kept by the company and used. This is important not just because of GDPR, but also because of labor markets and social policy. Apart from understanding how an applicant is different from others, it is also essential to be able to identify whether there are appropriate jobs they can apply for with high chances of success, but also to help them understand how they can increase their chances. In other words, transparency should also be used to empower users to make their own appropriate choices rather than just explaining current systems behaviour.

Finally, in the college admissions context, further dimensions where discussed included explaining whether diversity targets in the admissions process are met and outcomes improving, understanding which students need/deserve more detailed explanations, and the wider issue of understanding which stakeholders require what different types of system output, including predictions and explanations. Concerning the data collection process, the system might use self-reported demographic and academic performance data that candidates enter in their applications, but input data might also include information from social media and the candidate’s other online activities. Data pre-processing includes data cleaning and “munging”, and also the use of feature engineering methods. In terms of data management, in state-of-the-art approaches, data provenance techniques are usually employed, and privacy policies may apply differently to different datasets and data sources. Open questions in this domain include: What are the important user characteristics and how are those measured, especially if they go beyond academic performance? Why is a particular piece of data being used and what is the evidence for it being relevant to the successful completion of the degree? The remaining gaps from the state-of-the-art concern the acquisition of all the necessary data to be in an accessible and usable format, and methods to assess the adequacy and validity of the system.
To summarise, from all the contexts chosen by the groups, there is a wide range of state-of-the-art publications on transparency in the respective domains. Concerning the data collection process, in almost all recommender systems, both implicit and explicit information are collected from users. Transparency is achieved using explanations for provided recommendations. In educational systems, the data collection process depends on the objective of the system but usually it concerns self-reported data (e.g. demographic data, responses to assessment questions) or information given by other users (e.g. student grades). Data pre-processing techniques might include the general data cleaning techniques or more specific techniques such as testing against adversarial inputs, web mining and data augmentation techniques. Also, various stakeholders of the system should be considered and explanations provided to them should differ to meet the particular needs of each stakeholder. In terms of implications for software engineering practice, the case studies demonstrate that transparency should be considered at the requirements phase and also throughout the whole software development lifecycle, which is not the norm in current practice. In particular, the shift to data-driven system mandates more rigorous planning, monitoring, and documentation of data provenance, collection, and analysis methods deployed.

### 4.3 Thematic Research Challenges (day 3)

Judy Kay (The University of Sydney, AU), Tsvi Kuflik (Haifa University, IL), and Michael Rovatsos (University of Edinburgh, GB)

Following on from working groups convened on day two, the third and final day of structured group work focused on mapping the existing research landscape to further identify gaps and seek to articulate an agenda for future research themes; with the aim of pulling results from all three days together to feed into a jointly authored programmatic paper that would provide the foundation for a “Transparency by Design” methodology in the subsequent final seminar day.

As before, working groups were asked to choose a concrete use case context to focus on, in order to identify those questions that are most pertinent to the chosen context, and explore state-of-the-art design and implementation methods which then lead to the identification of existing gaps. A specific focus for this day were challenges around building interfaces that can support users in scrutinising AI algorithms and pinpointing the challenges surrounding the creation of such interfaces. The discussions undertaken by the six groups covered some more general concerns on recommender systems as well as specific issues from one of the following domains: applicant ranking in an educational and employment context, e-commerce systems, care robots, and debugging tools for data-driven/AI systems, which are a cross-cutting concern for many domains.

Regarding systems that rank applicants and items, the following seem to be lacking: (a) an ability to trace the reasoning of deep learning systems, (b) the ability to explain to end users what features of their profiles were used for ranking, (c) the ability to opt in and out of the usage of certain features by the systems, (d) suggestions on what to do for lower-ranked users, and, as a more challenging gap, (e) the development of intrinsically transparent ranking methods, where transparency is not just provided post hoc. In the context of interfaces and explanations offered for rankings, common everyday life applications in social media
Facebook), e-commerce (Amazon), video streaming (Netflix) and recruitment (LinkedIn) applications were discussed. In the example of video streaming platforms, services only show similar movies and percentages without explaining them. In terms of gaps, one major issue seems that it is impossible to find examples of interfaces for stakeholders other than the end users. Across many platforms, explanations seem to be very short and basic, and are likely to be insufficient for the information needs of at least some users, let alone other stakeholders such as analysts, regulators, and policy makers; where more detailed explanations also offer the opportunity to be open to end users as a side-benefit.

In the area of e-commerce, two main questions were identified: Why am I getting a particular recommendation (consumer-side)? and Who sees my product (seller-side)? Explanation types vary across different types of data and the same explanation can be offered in different ways depending on the target audience. In this area, the core function of the system is to produce recommendations, so one way to look at the question is what type of explanations to use for this purpose. The areas of identified gaps included (1) systematic approaches and methodologies for designing transparency-compliant systems (e.g. training courses, regulations and other resources from relevant authorities, personalised explanations), (2) privacy and stereotyping related issues (e.g. understanding the trade-off between privacy and personalised explanations), (3) auditing and certification (e.g. regular and ongoing auditing). When it comes to user interfaces there is a lack of multimodal explanations and discoverability of existing explanations. From an ethical point of view, it is important to ask how not to abuse explanations and the interface to manipulate people (or for the platform to be manipulated by its users).

In the field of care robots, the main questions identified were: What is the aim of building such technology, who is meant to be the beneficiary, who are the explanations for, how are decisions taken by the robot (which can change the relationship between the carer and the patient) and what level of transparency is needed during the development, data collection, certification phase and deployment of such robots? Multiple potential areas of transparency were discussed, such as the transparency of the recommendations provided by the robot (i.e. its reasoning behind concrete decisions), transparency of how the system exactly operates and transparency for regulatory purposes. It was suggested that different levels of transparency are needed for different areas but participants noted that in certain cases transparency can lead to privacy concerns. For instance, capturing the original design and development conversations can be useful in order to demonstrate due diligence but also can endanger privacy and cybersecurity of the users of the robots. The capturing of abstracted but comprehensible levels of development and operations information is necessary for the maintenance, inspection, installation and explaining of the system. Since care robot systems give advice on high-stake matters, it is very important that the advice can be traced back to the development process as well as the medical literature and research underpinning their design.

The discussions in the working groups on this day revealed that the landscape of methods proposed by the academic literature on various sub-topics related to transparency is indeed very rich, and ranges from new advances to improve the explainability properties of AI algorithms and fairness-aware recommender system design all the way to work on advanced user interfaces that enhance the understandability and configurability of algorithmic systems. However, the current literature not only presents itself as fragmented in terms of providing complete accounts of end-to-end transparency-driven approaches to systems development, there is also a (much more serious) lack of connecting the specific research advances to actual systems in the real world, where very little is known about how they are actually
implemented. Given this, it is unsurprising that some of the existing work seems hard to apply to real-world examples, with authors making often unrealistic assumptions that can only be fulfilled in experimental systems developed purely for research purposes. Overall, it seems that, while some technical challenges remain, the methodological building blocks for developing a holistic transparency by design approach are largely in place. What is missing is an ability to map them onto a context-specific methodology that could be embedded in the development of impactful (usually commercial) real-world systems. In this regard, the most important roadblock as the moment is an inability to evaluate these systems to propose concrete transparency improvements. There are significant barriers to overcome here in terms of cross-sector collaboration and education, and our overall longer-term objective of proposing a methodological framework might help accelerate the dialogue between researchers, developers, regulators, and users in this respect.

4.4 Toward a Transparency by Design Framework (day 4)

Judy Kay (The University of Sydney, AU), Tsvi Kuflik (Haifa University, IL), and Michael Rovatsos (University of Edinburgh, GB)

During the fourth and final day, the results of the first three days were discussed and summarised into a joint document that is intended to form a basis for a joint paper. The structure of the document followed the results of the discussion of the topics and the order of the discussion in the first three days, organised into the following chapters:

1. Why transparency?
2. Challenges posed by current algorithmic systems
3. Transparency-enhancing technologies
4. Transparency by design – principles
5. Transparency by design – methodology
6. The Road Ahead

Throughout the day, and also after the conclusion of the seminar, self-selecting sub-groups of seminar participants collaboratively developed material for each individual section, working synchronously and asynchronously. The work of these groups was guided by an overarching structure and guidelines for for the content of the planned paper, following a set of key questions that guided the discussion, which we list below together with key results of the discussions:

- Key questions to answer about “Why Transparency”:
  1. What is transparency and why is it important?
  2. How does it relate to other concerns around AI?
  3. Why is it timely to develop new transparency capabilities?
The high-level results of this discussion included that there are many public policy documents that call for transparency, but that different experts take very different perspectives and talk about different things when it comes to transparency. Nonetheless, there is some universal agreement on the importance of transparency for trust and its calibration, in order to have accurate mental models of systems for users, to support accountability and auditing, and to enhance fairness and human control. It was noted that transparency should not be taken as a panacea, or an end in itself. Rather, transparency can contribute to ensuring human accountability, whether this comes from the use of good design and development practices, addressing—or even readressing—problem issues, or to underpin appropriate levels of legal liability.

Key questions to answer about “Challenges posed by current algorithmic systems”:
1. What has changed in current systems that creates challenges for transparency?
2. How hard will it be to enable pervasive transparency given these challenges?
3. Why does this matter to users, organisations, societies?

The views discussed here highlighted that the key changes that create new challenges are due to a growth in the ubiquity of AI-based systems, the presence of particular impacts of these system on vulnerable groups and the growing cost these incur, but also the increasing availability of tools for creating these systems, which accelerate these impacts. This can be seen as a consequence of the “democratization” of AI, which makes it so readily available that it is incorporated in many systems. Furthermore, data acquisition has deeply changed over time, from a time when the AI system did not know anything that was not inserted in it by a human directly to modern-day machine learning using global-scale Internet data, which makes it harder to audit for and filter content, with the real risk of poor data and associated inferences. A number of increasingly prevalent practices can give rise to further transparency risks: The use and reuse, including sometime on a large scale, of datasets that lack proper documentation; the development of “general” pre-trained models as “cognitive services”, which developers can use in a plug-and-play manner; and the emergence of application-agnostic components and tools released in the public domain without knowing or being able to control their downstream usage. On a societal level, there is a growing demand for accountability at the level that would be expected of people making the decisions that are entrusted to systems, and this is reflected in emerging legal and regulatory requirements, together with a growing recognition of needs and challenges of education about AI, including AI literacy of the general public and curricula for schools. Participants identified many factors that make it challenging for developers to support transparency, including: The prevailing attitudes of those responsible for major players; the technical difficulty of even defining what we mean by transparency, much less enabling it; challenges related to designing for multiple stakeholders; the potential for adversarial interaction to game systems that might arise from increased transparency; and a lack of understanding of the complex dynamics of human-AI systems. This presents us with a formidable challenge, because of the many costs of the current lack of transparency, which may entrench disadvantage and inequality through a broad range of unanticipated societal impacts. It was noted that it is extremely hard to find general solutions to transparency problems. Domain-specific analysis is key to be able to do solid assessments of potential solutions specific to the use case. This is particularly important as, more often than not, the multiple stakeholders have different conflicting objectives.

Key questions to answer about “Transparency-enhancing technologies”:
1. What approaches to enhancing transparency have been proposed?
2. What benefits did they deliver, and what were their limitations?
3. What are the transparency issues they did not address?
In the discussion of these questions, participants focused on several issues. The first one is considering all stages of the design and development process of AI-based systems, including data preparation, the learning algorithm/model/process used, model and outcome explanations, and user interfaces through which these will provided. Along a second dimension, each of this issues needs to be considered for all relevant stakeholder groups, from the model and software developers to project managers and end users. This needs to be done in a fine-grained way, as, for example, different types of end users may have very different requirements. The participants discussed a range of methods available (and missing) from the literature, highlighting the importance of distinguishing between different types of data (e.g. text, images, video, etc), its source (e.g. offline data collection vs. crowdsourcing), the annotation processes used, traceability and provenance methods used, fairness metrics applied. They discussed differences between types of learning algorithms used, e.g. supervised, semi-supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning methods, and to what extent different explainability methods can be applied to them. For the latter, there already exist useful taxonomies of explainability methods (including rule-based white-box models, surrogate models of black-box models, and counterfactual explanations), and there is evidence that users favour “why” and “how” explanations along general lines, but that one-size-fits-all explanations are not always effective or desirable. Finally, in terms of interfaces, there is a body of work on these especially in the area of recommender systems, which include visualisation of latent influencing data and variables, the explication of intermediate results, but also new interfaces that allow improved user control and scrutability.

Key questions to answer about “Transparency by design – principles”:
1. What are the high-level guiding principles we want to embed in Transparency by Design?
2. What is the justification behind them? (Why do we think they are important?)
3. How realistic is it that they could be achieved? (Is this aspirational or practical?)

Under this theme, the participants broke down the overall question into issues relating to defining transparency by design in terms of its scope, purpose, and method. The first question here is to consider where transparency should be enabled, focusing on the design process, which should explicitly state assumptions and context, trace the provenance of data used and how it flows through a system, make the construction process of models and the use of their outcomes explicit, and document testing and validation processes and outcomes. The second is clarifying the purpose of transparency, which should be to empower users (enabling contestability, data subject rights enforcement, configurability of systems, and their risk management). Transparency by design approaches will need to effectively demonstrate they address the requirements of different stakeholders in this regard, including customers, regulators, developers, system integrators. In term of the methods underpinning transparency, a framework will have to specify how they are evaluated and validated (e.g. through benchmark tasks and metrics), establish principles for ensuring that the relevant bodies and individuals will and can understand the information provided, and provide a normative framework for understanding when explanations are appropriate, who is responsible for providing it, and what the appropriate ways of communicating the information are.

Key questions to answer about “Transparency by design – methodology”:
1. What changes need to be made in each stage to satisfy transparency principles?
2. Who are the people that need to take responsibility for applying these techniques?
3. Can we describe these techniques through a relatively simple process model?
The high level results of the discussion in this area reiterated the importance of taking a holistic approach, where transparency would apply to input data, learning process, decision making, and output. A solid methodology would include a full account of decisions made by the system (or by humans using it) through a range of explanation methods using transparency-enhancing user interfaces. Participants proposed a preliminary “five star” framework of transparency, building on the following pillars: (1) explanation of decisions; (2) stakeholder-appropriate provision of these; (3) user interfaces that support transparency and exploration of the system; (4) open sharing of validation process and results; and (5) comprehensive description of the input data.

Key questions to answer about “The road ahead”:
1. What are key problems the research community needs to focus on?
2. What kinds of experts (academic/industry/government) are needed to do this work?
3. What other enabling steps need to happen, e.g. in industry or government?
4. What are the limits of TBD, what problems will it not solve?

For this final them, the groups discussed and contributed insights on suitable ways to further pursue a Transparency by Design agenda. One important aspect that was raised here was the importance of advancing general principles for corporate, legal, and product transparency in AI. This will require enhancing the wider understanding of existing regulatory obligations, outreach and education to legislators, enforcers, civil society watchdogs, judges, developers and tech corporations. Funding and political will to enforce societal expectation will be important, together with substantial efforts to counter misinformation emanating from AI-based systems, which is recognised as one of the major problem areas. It is important to acknowledge existing initiatives, including proposals for regulatory frameworks and standards. Undoubtedly, a lot of further development work and research will be necessary, which might even lead to new types of professional roles for people supporting AI transparency with responsibilities for oversight, monitoring, and enforcement, embedded in different types of organisations. Before effective transparency capabilities are developed across the industry, we will likely see much more work on standards, exchange of good practice, the resolution of tensions between transparency and intellectual property rights, and, of course, technical development of new transparency-enhancing technologies and interfaces.
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Abstract

We are living in a world where ubiquitous computing devices are becoming parts of the fabric of our lives. At work and at school, devices such as calculators, tablet computers, mobile phones, and different electronic measurement devices, support our work and learning. Building on all of these technological advancements will be novel human-computer interaction techniques that will allow us to use the devices for work and play in a broad set of circumstances, from riding in automated vehicles, to exploring museums, to walking on the street, to playing with our kids on the beach. The central underlying question Dagstuhl seminar 21232 wanted to address is, “how will we interact with the ubiquitous devices of our near (and not-so-near) future?” To date, there are a number of interaction techniques that show significant promise, including speech, augmented reality, tangible objects, gesture, multitouch screens, as well as simple keyboards and non-touch displays. But, before we address technologies to use, we must first identify the economic and broad societal driving forces that will create the need for interaction with our ubiquitous computing devices. From the economic point of view worker well-being is one such driving force; another one is the need to improve the productivity of workers and firms; yet another is the need to provide access to continuous education to a changing workforce. From the broad perspective of our society, it is important for us to understand how ubiquitous technologies can support living a meaningful and fulfilling life, from childhood to adulthood.

In the following, we report the program, activities, and the outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 21232 “Human-Computer Interaction to Support Work and Wellbeing in Mobile Environments”.
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Agenda in a nutshell

The seminar was conducted online during the week of June 6-10, 2021. A particular difficulty in planning the agenda (see Fig. 1) arose due to the different time zones of the individual participants. It was especially important to us to offer at least some of the program items together to all participants (Opening and Group Work on Day 1, Summit and Closing on the last day). On the other days, we planned different activities in smaller (2-3 people) and larger (up to half of the participants) groups to better accommodate the participants based on their time zones.

Monday, June 7: The seminar was opened and its main goals introduced by the seminar co-organizers Stephen Brewster, Andrew Kun, Andreas Rienner and Orit Shaer. The presented slides can be accessed here: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15NtQy96wAS_dMlpdQ10-T27zHbsGsswAn96RzHjizVA/edit#slide=18.gdd9402fddbb0.8. After a social “warm-up” activity, Pecha Kucha presentations of all participants followed. During the presentations, all participants were instructed to collect questions, ideas, thoughts, etc. on a Miro-board; The items were clustered by the organizers (in a short coffee break) and after that, a voting of topics to be picked-up/focusing on in the next days of the seminar (see Fig. 2) followed. This activity ended day 1.

Tuesday, June 8: The second day of the seminar was dedicated to the “Workshop for the Future of Work and Mobility in Automated Vehicles”. In this workshop, participants (see Fig. 3) worked together on user needs and how to fulfill them during shared or private automated mobility. The workshop was conducted twice – each with half of the

---

**Figure 1** Compact overview of the agenda for the week including different geographical zones (for better planning with participants from all-over the world).
Wednesday, June 8: On this day, in the Dagstuhl tradition to offer a social activity, we watched – again in two groups of each ca. 15 people – the documentary “Coded Bias” (https://www.codedbias.com/). While watching the video, participants were asked to record their thoughts (issues, concerns, surprises, technical problems/solutions, etc.).

![Figure 2](image-url) Group activities on day 1: Collecting of ideas, thoughts, questions from the individual presentations; Majority voting after clustering of collected items.

Participants and lasted for about two hours including a short coffee break. In order to get all participants in the mood for the workshop and to allow them to reflect on the topic from their personal point of view, we invited everybody to complete a brief (10 min.) “pre-questionnaire” before the workshop (Link: https://thimib.fra1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_O3eUgLNatcDgzs2). For details, see section 3.3. The results from both the questionnaire and the two workshops are currently analyzed and will be later submitted as conference paper or journal article (with recognition of the Dagstuhl seminar).
societal/policy related solutions) in a Miro-board, e.g., https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lCMqEEY=/ for group 1. After watching, we used 10 minutes for clustering the items followed by another 5 minutes for voting. The top voted items where than discussed in the large group and conclusions drawn for our work.

**Coded Bias – group 1 results:**
- 5 votes: “ensure the right to be forgotten” (removal/deletion of data)
- 4 votes: “AI algorithm uses historical information for the prediction – not everything has been seen before...”
- 3 votes: “Salary automatically based on office environment (stationary, in the car, on the go) -> lot of discussion
- 2 votes: “Transparency”
- 2 votes: “Use a diverse data set to train the AI”
- 2 votes: “Ways of opening the black box...?”
Figure 5 Post-its collected by the participants of group 1 and voting results.

Coded Bias – group 2 results:

- 9 votes: “Transparency and explainability of algorithms (related to and used in automated cars)”
- 6 votes: “Where would bias be exhibited toward passengers or those outside the vehicle?”
- 6 votes: “Lack of regulation and legal structure for AI implementation”
- 6 votes: “mass surveillance unlocked by networked AVs”
- 6 votes: “Ethics education”
Thursday, June 9: On the second last day of the seminar, all seminar participants met in small groups (2 to 3 people, see Fig. 7) to discuss one of the topics identified as most important (and to make a video of the discussion) or to jointly create a Youtube playlist of most-impactful videos in a dedicated topical area related to the seminar. The results were collected by the co-organizers of the seminar and distributed among the participants. Examples of bilateral interviews can be found in Sections 4.1 or 4.2, among others, and an example of a playlist is shown in Section 4.3.

Figure 7 Couples who either had a curated conversation or created a Youtube playlist on Thursday bilaterally (<= 5 minutes each).

Friday, June 10: The last day of the seminar has ended with a summit (Fig. 8). The first half of this activity was devoted to two panels with distinguished panelists. Panelists started the conversations with brief statements, which were then followed by moderated discussions with the group. For the second half of this activity all participants were sent into breakout rooms in Zoom and worked in smaller groups on a Miro-board (https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_l_-usxU=) on problems discussed during the panels. After the group work, all met again in the main Zoom room and each group presented the results of the group activity (Fig. 9).

Figure 8 The highlight of the seminar: A summit with contributions from seminar participants and keynote speeches from invited experts (including Neha Kumar, ACM SIGCHI President).
Figure 9 Overview of the results of the six groups in Miro.
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3 Overview of Talks

3.1 My Personal Research Outlook

Sun Joo Ahn (University of Georgia – Athens, US)

The future of work is anticipated to be a tight integration of workers and machines in both virtual and augmented versions of reality. Physical and geographical distance will become less relevant as workers learn to adapt to digital platforms that provide shared virtual spaces for social interaction and communication. Research on how these developments may transform the future of work has typically focused on worker efficiency but worker wellbeing needs to take into consideration the social relationships that support workers’ resilience (e.g., family interactions [1]) and the context in which work takes place (e.g., working from home [2]). Users will begin to form relationships with artificial agents that drive and represent autonomous vehicles [3], and these relationships will impact how users interact with the vehicles. Future work in this area must consider individual, social, and environmental variables of the human-computer interactions that take place in the future of work, moving above and beyond the current focus on worker efficiency.
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3.2 Cars with an Intent

Laura Boffi (University of Ferrara, IT)

Since its early phases, the development of automated vehicles has focused on functionality, safety and efficiency, overlooking the social implications that such technology would bring up in people’s lives. “Cars with an Intent” is a design driven PhD research project which envisions how autonomous cars’ behaviour and services can enable new car-to-human and human-to-human relationships. In particular, the research focuses on the “Co-Drive” concept, which is proposed as a new service for traveling and socializing by car between a driver of an automated vehicle and a remote passenger connected via virtual reality from home. I argue that the convergence of automated driving and telepresence technologies could provide a new social context for personal interactions to emerge, that are neither dependent on any earlier relationships nor based on age affinities. As remote passengers will likely be elderly
people and drivers younger ones, the aim of the research is to understand how the “Co-Drive” concept could support intergenerational encounters and relationships and reduce the sense of loneliness in senior adults. Moreover, I aim to understand how the “Co-Drive” service could enable an ageism-free approach towards senior adults through the use of digital and robotic embodiment for remote passengers. Prospective remote passengers can select a location from where to start their Co-Drive trip from among the many stops around the world which have been featured in the Co-Drive Atlas and place their avatar there to book their trip. A Co-Drive stop is the physical location where a Co-Drive trip can start from, blending the real and virtual into an extended reality experience for the driver as well as for the remote passenger. A driver passing nearby the stop where an avatar has been placed would spot such an avatar as an AR visualization on the car windshield. S/he and can decide to pull over, start engaging remotely with the person embodied in the avatar and eventually board her/him in the car as a remote passenger for a shared trip together. They could both converse “live” during the trip, while the remote passenger could also enjoy the view as if sitting on the passenger seat. At the moment I am experimenting with different immersive system for the remote passenger: from a computer display, to a big wall projection to a VR headset. The project has followed a participatory design process, engaging with real participants in their context since the very beginning. I have been designing my own early-stage XR prototyping method and beyond crafting lo-fi artefacts, I have been establishing collaboration with external partners which could provide me with “enough technology” to pilot the remote trips, such as Ericsson R&D Italy which developed the car-pod.
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1 Laura Boffi, Giuseppe Mincolelli, Simone Bertucci, Lorenzo Gammarota, Fabio Pes, and Marco Garofoli. 2021. Co-Drive: the experience of a shared car trip between a driver and a remote passenger. In ISMAR 2021 proceedings, October 2021, Bari, Italy. [Forthcoming]

3.3 Multimodal (and more physical) Interaction to Improve In-Car User Experience

Champika Ranasinghe (University of Twente – Enschede, NL)
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Automated vehicles have the potential to provide increased mobility to a broader range of users such as elderly, children, people with physical limitations (e.g., visually impaired people, people with broken legs/arms) or people with other types of limitations such as for example
people who are nervous of driving [1] [2]. On the other hand, driving becomes a secondary task and the drivers (and the passengers) can engage in various other tasks such as work, leisure or even sleep. This requires interacting with the vehicle at various levels such as for example to take the control of driving when mediation is necessary, making driving related decisions or for the purpose of other tasks the user is engaged in (such as online meeting of colleagues using the car’s infrastructure). This often involves two types of interaction: interaction for the purpose of the primary task (what the user is currently doing, for example playing a game) and the interaction for secondary tasks while the user is engaged in and her attention is on another primary task (such as for example, for receiving the status of the traffic ahead while the user is playing a game with the aid of car’s infrastructure). Towards better facilitating these interactions, autonomous vehicles can benefit from multimodal interaction, the use of different (and often multiple) human sensory modalities. One the one hand, not much research has been done on how different human sensory modalities can be best used to facilitate in-car interaction. On the other hand, users of autonomous vehicles, use-situations, and what interaction requirements these users have remain largely unexplored. Except for speech and haptic based interaction, a little is known about using other modalities such as gestures, olfaction and sonification and how they can be used for different types of users and use situations. We aim to fill this gap by exploring how various types of sensory modalities can be used to enrich in-car interaction of various user groups and use situations.
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3.4 A Multi-level Approach to Understanding the Now and the Future of Work and Wellbeing

Anna Cox (University College London, GB)

The creators of digital technology promised that digital tools would increase our productivity and give us more autonomy over when and where we work. Instead, it often seems as though increased use of information technology has reduced worker productivity (the productivity paradox) and led to us working always and from everywhere (the autonomy paradox). One interesting question is, how to create digital information technologies that actually deliver on these early promises so as to support both our productivity and wellbeing.

In order to answer this question we need to understand the role that technology plays in shaping how we work at multiple levels. The micro or task level enables us to understand how technologies support us in doing a particular task. Examples include studies of which emails people prioritise answering and why [1], and how can we design interventions to help people keep their focus on their work and better self-regulate self-interruptions [2]. Investigations at the meso or job level involve explorations of the influence of technology on the shape of a job or the development of relationships between team members. Examples include studies
how people adapted to the switch to remote working brought on by the pandemic [3] and exploring how we can use videogames to create swift trust between remote teammates [4]. Explorations at the macro or life and wellbeing level enable us to focus on how technology influences the whole person, including outside of their work. Examples include studies of how people use technology to manage work life boundaries [5] and how we can use videogames to support post-work recovery [6].
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3.5 Designing to Support People Working, Connecting and Living Well in Mobile Work Environments

Geraldine Fitzpatrick (TU Wien, AT)

Technology is making it increasingly easier to connect, interact and work independent of traditional office spaces – work is becoming more mobile, more distributed in space and time. With this mobility comes a number of challenges. One is around how to be effective at/in work, to maintain motivation and productivity without the structures and oversight of work places. This requires people to operate with a high degree of autonomy and self-efficacy. And it requires new forms of leadership to enable such autonomy, provide appropriate support and to build trust. A second challenge is how to build and maintain high quality social connections in the absence of contemporaneous co-location. This is both for relationship building and for effective collaboration, creativity and problem solving. Strong social emotional skills are required to build and maintain relationships online, to create empathic connections, and to communicate effectively, often having to take more proactive and explicit steps for communications and interactions that could happen much more implicitly and serendipitously when co-located. A third challenge is about how to navigate time and space and work and
all other aspects of life, often talked about in terms of blurring of boundaries. This can have both positive implications for increased flexibility and autonomy, mentioned above. It can also have negative implications for increasing stress and decreasing mental and physical health and well-being.

In our human-centred research, we explore roles for technology to support reflective work practices, e.g., [3], to develop emotional and social skills, e.g., [2], and to promote mental and physical health and well-being, e.g., [1].
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3.6 Is the Future of Work on the Move?
Christian P. Janssen (Utrecht University, NL)
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Automated technology is changing human lives rapidly [1], including in the automotive domain. As vehicles get equipped with more and more reliable automated technology [2], there might be occasional times where the human driver does not need to pay full attention to the road and can or wants to, temporarily, pay attention to other tasks and activities. Doing other activities during an automated drive is a desire for many humans [3]. However, there is a potential of being distracted for too long and missing critical events or failing to respond timely to an in-car alert.

In our previous work, we have proposed that it can be beneficial to think of such scenarios in terms of interruption management: how do people interleave their attention between driving and non-driving activities [4]? The general idea is that people might not always respond immediately to an alert, but respond more gradually, consistent with how they interleave their attention in other multitasking settings [5] and consistent with the idea that auditory alerts might not always be processed when people are distracted [6, 7]. We have started to test these ideas experimentally, and so far see that drivers might indeed follow interleaving patterns when they are interrupted by an alert during semi-automated driving conditions [8]. This work shows the value that theories [4] and models [5, 9, 10] of human behavior can have: they can predict human behavior and guide the design of future interfaces.

One open question is how human behavior changes over time. As humans get experience with new interfaces (e.g., novel in-car technology), and are exposed to different environments and settings (e.g., different levels or forms of automation), their behavior might be different
from what science might have predicted so far. Nonetheless, humans are humans, and theory
about human behavior can guide and inform such insights. Another way that the future
of work might be on the move more radically is whether humans will even travel as much
by car as some did so far. Certainly, the recent pandemic has opened the eyes of many
to the options of working from home. Again, thinking about such environments from an
interruption perspective is beneficial, as theories of interruption have been proposed in both
automotive [4] as well as office and home settings [5]. Although this might create some
limitations (like being distracted by the home environment and pets and family members),
there are also opportunities. For example, on a personal note, I was able to attend this
Dagstuhl seminar remotely, despite having become a father recently. I am sure that my own
future of work will change quite a bit over the next few years.
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3.7 The Future of Work and Wellbeing: From Automated Vehicles to Working at Home

Andrew Kun (University of New Hampshire – Durham, US)

Automated vehicles hold the promise of allowing us to use the time we spend on the road for productive endeavors, or for attending to our wellbeing. Thus, future commutes to work might include preparation for the workday. Similarly, trips from the office back home might allow us the time and place to shift out of work-mode and into home-life-mode. One interesting question is, how to create user interfaces that will allow us to take advantage of automated vehicles such as to support our productivity and wellbeing. We need to explore this question in light of the fact that automated vehicles are likely to be only partially automated for many years to come. This means that driving will be part of what we do on a trip in a vehicle, and user interface design will have to support driving safety [1]; however there will be extended periods of time (e.g. on a stretch of highway), where automation can take over, and we can focus on non-driving tasks. Periodically, automation will interrupt us in the non-driving task, and we will need to take back control of the vehicle [2].

Of course, in the coming years many workers might commute significantly less than in the past [3]. Yet, as user interface designers, we can notice parallels between the engagement in work tasks in a vehicle, and working from home. In both cases we work in an environment that possibly lacks all of the tools that are in the office or our lab. We are also interrupted unexpectedly in both environments – in the vehicle the interruption comes from the automation that needs us to take over control, while at home it might be the needs of a child. In both cases our co-workers are remote, and our communication with them has to happen in the context of distractions and interruptions. Thus, as we design interfaces for automated vehicles and for working from home, it will be fruitful to understand the similarities of the two domains.
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Mark McGill (University of Glasgow, GB)
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As part of ERC ViAjRo (https://viajero-project.org/), my research has focused on some of the key benefits and challenges offered by adopting XR headsets (augmented/virtual reality) in passenger contexts, offering new avenues for productivity and entertainment whilst potentially overcoming key impediments such as motion sickness. With respect to productivity, there are some notable benefits offered by transitioning from physical displays to virtual content and displays rendered by XR headsets. For example in terms of ergonomics we can dynamically manipulate the virtual content position for comfort and accessibility [1], making the most of our restricted capacity for movement in constrained spaces [2] like an economy plane seat [3].

However, we’re also finding that a transition toward XR content in passenger contexts is posing unique challenges beyond the technical, for example in terms of social acceptability constraining how users see themselves adopting these technologies around other passengers. I believe that if we can resolve these key challenges in difficult mobility contexts, those solutions will also positively impact everyday productivity in many more contexts e.g. working from home, helping to adapt the home environment toward productivity just as we adapt the car or plane interior.
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3.9 Challenges in Mobile Offices in Automated Vehicles

Alexander Meschtscherjakov (Universität Salzburg, AT)
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In the near future more and more Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) will be integrated into modern vehicles and cars will be able to drive at different levels of automation. This relieves drivers from driving tasks allowing them to be involved in other activities – may it be work or leisure related. Especially for commuting this fact offers potentials to conduct work already while commuting to and from work. Depending on the type of work I see the following challenges to be addressed, to make mobile commuting work a success:
1. Allocation of driving related responsibilities between the automated vehicle and the driver needs to be defined and communicated
2. Automation mode must ensure a certain timeframe of relieving drivers from any driving task related activities (e.g., monitoring the environment, take-over requests below a reasonable time span)
3. Providing infrastructure that allows mobile working while riding in a vehicle
4. Addressing aspects of motion sickness, re-routing, etc.

3.10 Resolving of Automation Level Issues and Operational Constraints to Enable Productive Work in AVs

Andreas Riemer (TH Ingolstadt, DE)
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Automated driving has undergone a major development boost in recent years, but the initial hype has also suffered some setbacks in the form of reality checks. While Level 3 automation was expected to hit the road by 2021 on a broad scale, we see today that this is no longer the case, mainly because of safety and legal issues [1]. In addition, recent accidents involving automated vehicles have fueled public fears, both on the side of policy makers and the general society. Legal and regulatory frameworks are subject to frequent changes and further vary from country to country. While there are many unanswered questions and uncertainties surrounding automated driving, broad user acceptance is considered a basic prerequisite for using these systems and thus also for bringing applications for productive work, among other things, into the vehicle. One particular issue discussed in this context is in which automation level effective working will be possible. There is broad consensus that this should be the case on levels 3 [2] or higher, because below that the driver is obliged to permanently monitor the vehicle. A common misconception is, however, that a specific car is a level ‘X’ automated vehicle – this is not correct! A specific vehicle might be equipped with several advanced driver assistance systems/driving automation systems implemented at different levels of automation. And for a specific function, its availability is further restricted by the constraints of the “Operational Design Domain” (ODD). ODD specifies the boundary conditions for a specific automation function, including environmental, geographical, time-of-day restrictions, and/or the requisite presence or absence of certain traffic or roadway characteristics for the intended automation functionality. For example, a (L3) highway assist might only operate on the (German) highway A9 from Munich to Berlin, under clear weather, dry road, visible lane markings, in the speed range 45 to 130km/h, and out of rush hour. Outside these boundary conditions, the system is not available (and may switch off automatically). The combination of assistance systems or automated driving functions on different levels in a variety of application scenarios (and restrictions) leads to ambiguity and high uncertainty and makes it almost impossible for the driver/passenger to find out whether an assistance or automated driving system is available in a certain situation, which one, and at which level of automation. Also, the availability might change rather quickly, based on the definition of the ODD. This example shows how difficult it is to implement efficient mobile working systems for the automated vehicle while ensuring that driving safety is not compromised by its use.
The consequence is either systems that have to adapt frequently and quickly to the current situation (level, ODD), which, depending on the context, has a negative impact on efficiency of work, or to wait with its introduction until at least level 4 is available on a large part of the commuter route. In our research group at Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt my PhD students and postdoctoral researchers explore together with me different opportunities to support the driver-passenger of an automated vehicle, for example, by implementing (personalizable, adaptive) interfaces to support mode awareness [3], develop and test prototypes for efficient and ergonomic office work in Level 3+ vehicles [4], build (mobile) driving simulators to test our interfaces with the general public, study the capability of augmented and/or virtual reality as an additional level of interaction [5], create (transparency) displays to communicate upcoming decisions/maneuvers from the vehicle to the passenger, investigate the potential that driver-automation cooperation has on road safety, to name a few.

I am looking forward to the seminar in Dagstuhl (although it is virtual this time) to discuss these challenges together, to identify/adapt solutions (possibly also from other domains) and to create a roadmap of research with all the participating experts.
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3.11 Human-Computer Interaction to Support Work and Wellbeing in Mobile Environments

Sayan Sarcar (University of Tsukuba – Ibaraki, JP)

Of late, as the ubiquitous computing field progresses, mobile and wearable devices have become mainstream computing resources to be operated anywhere and anytime. However, it has been an alarming fact that excessive use of mobile devices imposes a negative effect on the health and wellbeing of users. As Human-computer Interaction (HCI) researchers, our challenge is to design effective ways to use technology in a balanced way between work and wellbeing.
In this online Dagstuhl Seminar, HCI experts discussed possible research questions pertinent to this underexplored research area as follows.

- What are the manual, visual, auditory, and cognitive demands of tasks in mobile environments? Many present and future scenarios were discussed where such demands are prominent, such as a mobile office in the automated car environments, virtual environments such as AR, VR, MR, XR spaces for game playing, or doing office works. Also, the task spaces in such environments were explored with possible ways to make them less cognitively demanding.

- What are the aspects of mobile contexts that affect how people work and play in mobile environments? The workshop attendees also discussed several aspects: distraction caused by social media, less focus on the work users currently doing; scarcity of programs that can dynamically manipulate the work-life imbalances and encourage users to perform tasks to help balancing it.

- How do we support (safe) task switching?

Some potential strategies were discussed – such as how to incorporate programs to encourage short-term physical or mental exercising between two tasks to improve the focus, natural ways to switch the tasks.

- How do we leverage advanced HCI technologies to support work and wellbeing activities in mobile environments? The discussion was focused around introducing immersive technologies (AR, VR, MR, XR) and design supportive interventions.

### 3.12 Productive and Safe UIs in Conditionally Automated Driving

*Clemens Schartmüller (TH Ingolstadt, DE)*
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The COVID-19 pandemic has shown how technology enables knowledge workers to work literally everywhere. However, we have also seen how important personal contacts are to us as social human beings, also in the context of work. While traveling for personal contacts was previously often seen as a waste of time and resources, future automated vehicles may enable us to use this time productively. Furthermore, it may even allow retaining, e.g., the jobs of truck drivers. In a mobile office automated vehicle, they can do logistics planning between on- and offloading, where they would otherwise be rationalized away by driving automation.

However, especially the first levels of automated driving will inherit safety-critical transitions of control from automated driving to manual driving. Accordingly, user interfaces are needed that enable safe working in such vehicles. We have quantitatively shown that merging knowledge from office ergonomics and human factors in automated driving can result in safe and productive in-vehicle user interfaces [1]. However, open questions include how novel technology like mixed reality can further foster safety and productivity without confusing the user [2] – do we need to deviate from the old interaction paradigms like WIMP wimp? – and, in the grand scheme of things, how will the ability to work on the go impact our daily routines, will there be a place left for “shutting down” or is a mobile office just another contributor to the “always-on” pressure?
3.13 The Future of Work and Mobility in Automated Vehicles

Martina Schüß (TH Ingolstadt, DE)

In the future automated vehicles (AVs) will permanently change our mobility. At the moment it is uncertain how these vehicles will be implemented and several scenarios including private car ownership, as well as scenarios that require sharing of rides and vehicles are possible. Most probably, shared automated vehicles (SAVs) where many rides are shared among people will be the most beneficial ones for society and environment, and they are my research focus. However, research in this area often focuses on the usability of HMI concepts rather than on user’s emotions or daily life context, and includes unbalanced participant groups in terms of gender, age, and other social or psychological identities. In my research I am focusing on shared automated vehicles and I am taking a pluralistic viewpoint paying attention to groups of people that are many times are left out in the research and development of new technologies, such as people from different cultural backgrounds, senior citizens but also women and children [1].

During the Dagstuhl workshop “Workshop for the Future of Work and Mobility in Automated Vehicles” that was hosted on 8th June 2021 (see below for a more detailed summary), participants were vividly discussing the fulfillment of needs in SAVs in the context of work. Some of the most interesting findings were that autonomy and security were the least fulfilled needs in shared contexts and especially concerns due to co-passengers are unexpectedly complex and important. In the future, concepts are needed to account for a high feeling of autonomy and security in SAVs to make them the mobility of choice for as many people as possible.
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The future of work and wellbeing contextualized in mobile environments could actually be seen as yet another encroachment of work on life and wellbeing. Yet we (humans) are in control of the technology, and have the opportunity to make it work better for us for both work and wellbeing. Beyond direct interfaces to machines, autonomous agents have been increasing in acceptance and corresponding use. This is perhaps nowhere more evident than with today’s “smart speakers” from Amazon, Apple, and Google. While these devices are becoming more powerful, today’s devices are inherently transactional, reactive, and relatively neutral with respect to influence. Beyond solely audio, embodied agents (agents with visual form) offer many more affordances in terms of their ability to communicate (adding nonverbal aspects) and their sense of existence. Whether in the home or in a mobile environment, such agents can provide autonomous intelligent behavior that is proactive, personalized, and adaptive to our needs and circumstances, while also providing a common “clean” interface to machines. Such agents can act on behalf of individuals and service providers, exerting influence aimed at short and long-term goals. Agents who are continuously existent, with an apparent independent virtual life, will be able to transform what is now a transactional relationship (e.g., “What time is it?”) to a more relational one, with increased influence resulting from our perception of an existential companion.
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4 Working groups
4.1 Reporting on Bilateral Group Activity: Curated Conversation
Sun Joo Ahn (University of Georgia – Athens, US) and Gregory F. Welch (University of Central Florida – Orlando, US)

On Thursday, June 10, Grace Ahn and Greg Welch held a conversation on the utility and perils of historical data collected by autonomous vehicles, in which we discussed the dilemma of the utility of accumulated data for autonomous vehicles versus the dangers posed in control, ownership, and management of the collected data. Autonomous vehicles (and related
AI agents) cannot optimize their utility for users without collecting personal and behavioral data. Users may recognize that their direct interaction data with autonomous vehicles may be tracked and logged but may not be aware that other personal data may also be collected as the autonomous vehicle “gets to know” its user, such as medical data, purchase data, daily schedules, and social network data related to the users’ friends and family. Users will want to maximize the convenience and utility of autonomous vehicles, but how can they protect third parties from gaining control over the collected data? Third parties, such as insurance companies and employers, may be able to make unwarranted inferences from the data collected on these users. This can be dangerous when people have a positivity bias toward data collected and processed by machines, considering these results to be more accurate and “correct” than humans.

One potential solution may be to allow users to grant temporary access to a very specific “lot” of data to increase the utility of specific goods and services, and then be able to revoke access as well as delete data that were temporarily provided. This voluntary provision of data may also assist in developing and training new autonomous platforms. Earlier research suggests that users are not necessarily against providing personal data, as long as there is utility to be gained. Users would appreciate more visibility and transparency in how they are better able to manage and control the personal data being collected, and this in turn, is likely to encourage data sharing. Collection of personal data is typically seen as an “evil” tactic to manipulate users, but many of the services and conveniences we benefit from would not be possible without collection of personal data. Therefore, we should recognize that data collection is a highly nuanced and contextual activity, its utility and value resting on the entities involved and for what reason the data are being collected.

Link to YouTube video of the conversation: https://youtu.be/UmEuKcwaJWU

4.2 Reporting on Team Breakout Activity: Curated Conversation

Mark McGill (University of Glasgow, GB), Laura Boffi (University of Ferrara, IT), and Susanne Boll (Universität Oldenburg, DE)

On Thursday 10th June, our breakout group (Susanne Boll, Laura Boffi, Mark McGill) had a conversation around the future of work and autonomous vehicles. Based on prior group activities earlier in the week, we chose three topics noted to have the most significant impact:

- What kind of experiences we want to facilitate in autonomous vehicles – This considered the core aim of the workshop, to facilitate work in mobile environments. Our discussion reflected on existing use of travel time, and the possibility that by operationalizing travel, we might lose opportunities for reflection.

- Motion sickness and the fixation on visual experiences – Given the challenge of resolving motion sickness, the group approached this problem from the perspective of ruling out visually-led AV experiences, discussing the capacity of auditory presence / auditory virtual reality to facilitate passenger presence in other auditory environments, as a means to escape the journey.

- Algorithmic bias in shared AVs – Inspired by the group movie activity, we finally discussed sources of algorithmic bias as might be exhibited in rideshare platforms, and the potential societal impact that such bias might have given a transition from owned to shared transit.
and a developed reliance on this as the primary means of public transport. For example, consider structural bias in what areas AVs travel to or through, or how they collect passengers in different areas, or based on different socioeconomic profiles. Such bias’ suggest that we might reinforce existing inequalities in shared AV services, or even develop new ones based on the profitability of servicing certain locations.

See the main reference of this abstract for a recording of this discussion.

4.3 Digital Assistants for Cars (Youtube-Playlist)

Andreas Riener (TH Ingolstadt, DE) and Gary Burnett (University of Nottingham, GB)
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Below, Gary and I (see Fig. 10) share a selection of videos showing different concepts for digital assistants/Intelligent Personal Assistants (IPAs), user-friendly vehicle interfaces in infotainment system, or interactive human-machine devices that react to the user’s emotional state. On the one hand, this allows users to be more actively involved in these vehicles, and on the other hand, it also provides customers with the opportunity for better cooperation and effective collaboration with the systems. Some of the videos selected here show real digital assistants, some represent visions, some are jokes (but still informative). They differ in the way of representation (avatar, other form of visual embodiment, features of anthropomorphism in visualization, voice, natural language, etc.).

Figure 10 Gary Burnett and Andreas Riener during the Thursday group activity: Compiling a Youtube playlist.
4.3.1 Youtube playlist

The Youtube playlist with our selection can be watched here: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJi9U1fnyFjdPVbtYmDfmsfDE4mPIrh1l.

Figure 11 Youtube playlist with our selection of “must-seen” videos.

In summary, we can say that digital (or personal) assistants have great potential to support interaction, communication (incl. work) in the vehicle in the future.

4.3.2 Extended, full list of inspiring videos

- A joke advert but demonstrating many of the things you don’t want to do with a digital assistant design in an automated car, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIzwQbQO0kY
- Faw Bestune Chinese SUV with dancing hologram avatar on the dashboard (demonstrates many potential EDI issues), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQnvSKLLFC0
- AIDA 1.0 – MIT SENSEable City Lab and Personal Robots Group with collaboration from Audi VW (video from 2014 but system created in 2009). A robot-like digital assistant, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCiTYytpNpQ
- AIDA 2.0 – MIT SENSEable City Lab with collaboration from Audi VW (2011). They removed the robot-like presence, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9Qmg4TtYeY
- BMW’s Intelligent Personal Assistant (not robotic/avatar based but it’s what we currently can see/use), https://youtu.be/C-gRJrDrICs, https://youtu.be/NP-ZzuKAD8k
- Tesla’s video on using voice commands to interact with their cars (I’ve never driven a Tesla, but it seems they take a “less communicative” approach unless you have a command/request for the car and most actions can be triggered using the screen or using speech), https://youtu.be/oDrulkALFpM
4.4 Reporting on Bilateral Group Activity: Curated Conversation about “Don’t forget about physicality in HCI”

Clemens Schartmüller (TH Ingolstadt, DE)
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In the day 4 bilateral activity, we, Champika Manuel Epa Ranasinghe and Clemens Schartmüller discussed how physicality is often overlooked in recent HCI research. The discussion was recorded on video, available here: https://youtu.be/zQ80SNHHDIY.

First, we discussed how physical interaction has the potential to improve the memorability of interactions, provide interactivity to disadvantaged groups like elderly and disabled people, as well as improve overall well-being. However, current mobile devices and also vehicles are trending toward touch displays, which not only results in a loss of the full haptic sensation of pressing a button but were also shown to be detrimental to driver safety. We then found that digital techniques and physical interfaces are easily combinable e.g., by combining RFID tags and tangibles. Coming back to work in automated vehicles, we discussed how slowing down with physical interfaces could be beneficial for users. Slowing down could support in being able to grasp the heavy information load presented in a mobile office (office tasks but also driving-related information) and thereby avoid users being just a passive recipient of information that misses half – after all, understanding, not only speed, is critical for effectiveness.

4.5 Reporting on the “Workshop for the Future of Work and Mobility in Automated Vehicles” Workshop

Clemens Schartmüller (TH Ingolstadt, DE), Andreas Riener (TH Ingolstadt, DE), and Martina Schuß (TH Ingolstadt, DE)
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On Tuesday, June 8, the Dagstuhl seminar hosted a workshop entitled “Workshop for the Future of Work and Mobility in Automated Vehicles”. Two researchers from Prof. Dr. Andreas Riener’s HCI Group- Clemens Schartmüller and Martina Schüß- conducted the workshops during two different time slots. The workshop started with an introduction on automated driving in general and two forms of automated vehicles were presented to the workshop participants: private automated vehicles (PAVs) and shared automated vehicles (SAVs). Subsequently, the so-called user need cards [1-3] were presented to participants. These cards represent psychological needs that in situations or in the interaction with products can either be fulfilled or not fulfilled leading to either positive or negative user experiences. Thus,
these needs should be taken into account when designing interfaces in the context of AD and interfaces should be designed to enhance user’s needs. The workshop participants were then split up into two breakout rooms and were brainstorming on whether the user needs were fulfilled, respectively not fulfilled, in the context of work. Thus, one breakout room was discussing on PAVs while the other participants were discussing on SAVs. After the first discussion round and a short coffee break, the groups were ideating on possible design solutions on the least fulfilled needs in the context of work in either PAVs or SAVs. The workshop closed with a plenary wrap-up round and goodbye.

Below we briefly sum up which needs were the least fulfilled in the respective scenarios including AVs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fulfilled</th>
<th>Not fulfilled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAVs</td>
<td>SAVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy, popularity, security, Meaning, relatedness, physicalness</td>
<td>Autonomy, popularity, security, Relatedness, physicalness, competence, meaning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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5 Panel discussions
5.1 Report on "The Future of Creative Teams" panel

On Friday, June 11, the Dagstuhl seminar hosted a panel entitled “The future of creative teams.” The panelists were two distinguished researchers, each of whom explores creative teamwork, and each of whom focuses on a different set of questions related to creativity and the future of (team) work.

The panel started with the two panelists each responding to the following question: “What is the future of creative teams through the lens of HCI?” After the panelists provided their responses, we proceeded with questions from the participants of the workshop, in which panelists elaborated on their main points. Below, we briefly introduce the two panelists and the central message they conveyed in the panel.

Panelists:
1. Mark Gross
   - Bio: Professor, University of Colorado, Boulder. Director of ATLAS Institute. He is an expert on robotics, design, and tangible interaction.
   - Message: Creativity craves constraint. Diverse teams yield better outcomes. Focus on fun first.
2. Amon Millner
   - Bio: Associate Professor, Olin College. His research focuses on extending access to STEM empowerment.
   - Message: We must understand pre-existing and future social structures that surround how creative teams are formed, and influence (or even determine) the tools they use to carry out their work. How can we leverage all that we learned during the pandemic disruption to chart more equitable creative spaces and practices moving forward?

5.2 Report on the “Online Platforms and the Future of Work” panel

Andrew Kun (University of New Hampshire – Durham, US) and Orit Shaer (Wellesley College, US)
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On Friday, June 11, the Dagstuhl seminar hosted a panel entitled “Online Platforms and the Future of Work.” The panelists were three distinguished researchers, each of whom explores online platforms from the perspective of work, and each of whom focuses on a different set of questions related to these platforms.

The panel started with the three panelists each responding to the following question: “How will we, and/or how should we, use online platforms for the future of work?” After each of the three panelists provided their response, we proceeded with questions from the participants of the workshop, in which panelists elaborated on their main points. Below, we briefly introduce the three panelists and the central message they conveyed in the panel.

Panelists:
1. Jennifer Golbeck
   - Bio: Professor, University of Maryland, College Park. She is an expert in social networks, social media, privacy, and security on the web. She is also a content creator on various online platforms including Twitter and TikTok.
   - Message: Building an effective, engaged presence online – especially on social media – is a lot of work that’s often dismissed. We need to value the content creation process more.

2. Neha Kumar
   - Bio: Associate Professor, Georgia Tech. Her research is at the intersection of human-centered computing and global development, and she works on technology design for/with communities that have historically been underserved.
   - Message: How do we ensure equality when workers use online platforms? Who are we leaving out and who are we keeping in, in the design of these online platforms?

3. Saiph Savage
   - Bio: Assistant Professor, Northeastern University. She is an expert on online labor platforms.
   - Message: We need auditing mechanisms to be able to understand what is happening inside online labor platforms. This is crucial to push for change (we need to understand problems that exist and also ways to put pressure on online labor platforms.)
6 Open problems

6.1 Summary and Next Steps

Andreas Riener (TH Ingolstadt, DE), Stephen Brewster (University of Glasgow, GB), Andrew Kun (University of New Hampshire – Durham, US), and Orit Shaer (Wellesley College, US)

With this Dagstuhl seminar, we set out to accomplish three goals. Here we review these goals and report on our progress towards accomplishing our original goals.

6.1.1 Overview of state-of-the-art technologies, methods, and models

The workshop was highly successful in providing both breadth and depth to attendees in reviewing the state-of-the-art in HCI for the future of work in mobile environments. Participants provided reports on their own work, and additionally five world-class experts from our community provided information on where technologies, methods and models are today.

6.1.2 List of challenges and hypotheses

Workshop participants identified several overarching challenges, as well as a long list of specific challenges. The overarching challenges centered around three issues. First, we focused on the algorithmic bias in how tools are designed for the future of work. These were underscored both from the discussions in our own meetings, and as we viewed the “Coded Bias” documentary. Second, we also focused on the global inequity in access to the knowledge and tools that will create and enable the future of work. Third, we discussed the lack of understanding how future work arrangements can help and hurt worker productivity, creativity, and very importantly, their wellbeing.

The list of specific problems included a host of problems in designing a broad swath of human-computer interfaces, not having information on how online platforms monitor, reward, and punish gig workers, and not having sufficient understanding of how the sudden change in work that was imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic affected workers, and what the long-term effects of this change will be.

We also worked towards formulating hypotheses to start the work of tackling the above challenges. Our work included both discussions about very specific problems, such as how to support a particular important activity (such as work in future automated vehicles), to how we can contribute to progress on overarching problems. The hypotheses that we discussed were focused on specific problems. One example is the suggestion of Saiph Savage that we need audit mechanisms for online platforms to effectively support gig workers. Another example is that, to support workers in future automated vehicles, we need to introduce user interfaces based on speech interaction, augmented reality, and tangible interfaces.

6.1.3 Roadmap(s) for research

Throughout this seminar we kept asking “which way do we move forward, together?” One avenue that we will pursue is to maintain the cohesiveness of the group that was assembled (virtually) for this Dagstuhl seminar by engagement in follow-on activities, such as the CHIWORK 2021-2022 symposium (www.chiwork.org). This symposium will feature weekly conversations on the topic of HCI and the future of work and wellbeing. We plan to continue our Dagstuhl conversations at this symposium.
We are also continuing to pursue international scientific collaboration that was supported
and inspired by this Dagstuhl seminar. Along these lines, the two US-based organizers, Shaer
and Kun, submitted a grant request to fund research experiences for US students to visit
Germany. Two co-organizers (Riener and Kun) joined forces with a researcher from Japan
and the head of the US-based research arm of the American Automobile Association (AAA)
to propose another related Dagstuhl seminar. And Riener continues his collaboration with
Shaer and Kun on exploring in-vehicle interfaces for work in automated vehicles – within
this collaboration Kun is planning a visit to Riener’s lab in the summer of 2022.

6.1.4 And one more goal – exploring best practices for remote, weeklong
   collaboration

This Dagstuhl seminar was conducted fully online, bringing about 30 researchers together
to productively discuss the future of human-computer interaction for work in mobile envir-
onments. This was not an hour-long collaboration, or even a half-day workshop. Rather,
this was a 5-day engagement with participants joining activities from all across the globe.
This gave the organizers and participants an opportunity to think about best practices for
organizing a key aspect of remote meetings. These meetings will likely affect our future of
work deeply – work that will likely be global, collaborative and creative. Thus, we all thought
about time zones (who should wake up when?), Zoom etiquette (who should talk, when, for
how long?), collaboration tools (such as Miro, movie watch parties, and messaging apps), how
to present information in online meetings (talks or conversations?), and how to write this
report together (asynchronous vs. synchronous collaboration). We don’t have the answers
to all of the questions. And we know that some aspects of Dagstuhl cannot be replaced by
virtual platforms (we really want to climb the hill to the castle ruins again, and we want to
spend time chatting with colleagues in the music room). But this 5-day online seminar did
what we have come to expect from in-person Dagstuhl seminars: it connected us to colleagues,
it allowed us to come up with new ideas, and it taught us something unexpected (yes, we
expect the unexpected from Dagstuhl). This unexpected things was that if we carefully
organize them, we can have VERY productive, and even enjoyable, multi-day engagements
online with a global group of collaborators. Thank you Dagstuhl for allowing us to learn this
key lesson.
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Abstract

A Dagstuhl seminar on Compute-First Networking (CFN) was held online from June 14th to June 16th 2021. We discussed the opportunities and research challenges for a new approach to in-network computing, which aims to overcome limitations of traditional edge/in-network computing systems.

The seminar discussed relevant use cases such as privacy-preserving edge video processing, connected and automated driving, and distributed health applications leveraging federated machine learning. A discussion of research challenges included an assessment of recent and expected future developments in networking and computing platforms and the consequences for in-network computing as well as an analysis of hard problems in current edge computing architectures.

We exchanged ideas on a variety of research topics and about the results of corresponding activities in the larger fields of distributed computing and network data plane programmability. We also discussed a set of suggested PhD topics and promising future research directions in the CFN space such as split learning that is supported by in-network computing.
1 Executive Summary

Dirk Kutscher

Edge- and more generally In-Network Computing are key elements in many traditional content distribution services today, typically connecting cloud-based computing to consumers. The advent of new programmable hardware platforms, research and wide deployment of distributed computing technologies for data processing, as well as new exciting use cases such as distributed Machine Learning and Metaverse-style ubiquitous computing are now inspiring research of more fine-granular and more principled approaches to distributed computing in the “Edge-To-Cloud Continuum”.

The Compute-First Networking Dagstuhl seminar has brought together researchers and practitioners in the fields of distributed computing, network programmability, Internet of Things, and data analytics to explore the potential, possible technological components, as well as open research questions in an exciting new field that will likely induce a paradigm shift for networking and its relationship with computing.

Traditional overlay-based in-network computing is typically limited to quite specific purposes, for example CDN-style edge computing. At the same time, network programmability approaches such as Software-Defined Networking and corresponding languages such as P4 are often perceived as too limited for application-level programming. Compute-First Networking (CFN) views networking and computing holistically and aims at leveraging network programmability, server- and serverless in-network computing and modern distributed computing abstraction to develop a new system’s approach for an environment where computing is not merely and add-on to existing networks, but where networking is re-imagined with a broader and ubiquitous notion of programmability.

We expect this approach to enable several benefits: it can help to unlock distributed computing from the existing silos of individual cloud and CDN platforms – a necessary condition to enable Keiichi Matsuda’s vision of Hyper-Reality and Metaverse concepts where the physical world, human users and different forms of analytics, and visual rendering services constantly engage in information exchanges, directly at the edges of the network. It can also help to provide reliable, scalable, privacy-preserving and universally available platforms for Distributed Machine Learning applications that will play a key role in future large-scale data collection and analytics.
CFN's integrated approach allows for several optimizations, for example a more informed and more adaptive resource optimization that can take into account dynamically changing network conditions, availability of utilization of compute platforms as well as application requirements and adaptation boundaries, thus enabling more responsive and better-performing applications.

Several interesting research challenges have been identified that should be addressed in order to realize the CFN vision: How should the different levels of programmability in today's system be integrated into a consistent approach? How would programming and communication abstractions look like? How do orchestration systems need to evolve in order to be usable in these potentially large scale scenarios? How can be guarantee security and privacy properties of a distributed computing slice without having to rely on just location attributes? How would the special requirements and properties of relevant applications such as Distributed Machine best be mapped to CFN – or should distributed data processing for federated or split Machine Learning play a more prominent role in designing CFN abstractions?

This seminar was an important first step in identifying the potential and a first set of interesting new research challenges for re-imaging distributed computing through CFN – an exciting new topic for networking and distributed computing research.
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3 Overview of Talks

3.1 In-network telemetry

Gianni Antichi (Queen Mary University of London, GB)

License Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license © Gianni Antichi

Abstract

The possibility to easily add new functionality to network data planes has lately opened new exciting research directions towards understanding how such a programmability can impact the design of networks as well as their services. This talk focussed on network monitoring and analyzed how both flow-based and packet-level telemetry can be efficiently implemented on state-of-the-art programmable switches. Starting from the limitations of current sketch-based solutions and in-band network telemetry (INT), the presentation discussed new ways to provide faster flow level analysis to network collectors and lighter in-band telemetry through the use of network coding techniques. The talk concluded with considerations on what are the next steps in the field.

Discussion Summary

In-network telemetry was discussed as an example for a dataplane mechanism that could enable several useful measurement and management services in CFN networks such as exposing dynamic load/utilization information for joint optimization and execution profiling. Depending on the use case there may be different requirements with respect to the fidelity and completeness of the observed information. The current in network telemetry concepts are interesting due to their “end-to-end” nature, not requiring state on network elements. Several references to related concepts were made including [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
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3.2 CFN for Health

Jon Crowcroft (University of Cambridge, GB)

Abstract
Sensing well-being and health via mobile devices is becoming mainstream. Logging the data centrally doesn’t scale, and causes privacy (and ethical and legal) problems. Local processing, and in-network aggregation can support the individual (life logging, diagnostics etc) and public health (e.g. epidemic, e.g. avoiding infection, and environmental risk, e.g. air quality). As a use case for CFN, and an instance of federated machine learning and a challenge for privacy designs, the system architecture for such apps make an informative study.

Discussion Summary
We discussed how covid apps for contact tracing use a compute-first networking approach. In general, aggregated information is good enough for many applications. Linking back to the previous talk, we discussed the need to be able to explain the privacy and security properties of a system, and how it is easy to imagine dystopian futures.

3.3 New Network for Distributed Systems

Jianfei He (City University – Hong Kong, HK)

Abstract
An infrastructure like Networks should be designed with stable functions which are decoupled from the semantics of specific applications. This talk proposes to address the common requirements of various distributed systems, including collective communication and consistency. It is also emphasised that new network diagrams should be justified not only by its improvement on end-to-end performance, but also by its superiority over potential solutions at upper layers.

Discussion Summary
This talk led to a discussion of generality and modularity, i.e., which are the right application-agnostic building blocks? Would it make sense to have a taxonomy of different distributed application types and their requirements for in-network and distributed computing support functions? Whereas some fundamentals of distributed computing are well-understood and will be relevant in the future, it is not always useful to predict how certain mechanisms will be used and what optimization techniques might emerge, which seems to suggest a rather flexible approach to layering and re-use. In this context, Scaling Replicated State Machines with Compartmentalization [1] and CoFlow (https://amplab.cs.berkeley.edu/tag/coflow/) were mentioned.

References
1 Secure Scuttlebutt, project pages. https://scuttlebutt.nz/
3.4 Networking matters for storage systems

*Micchio Honda (University of Edinburgh, GB)*

**Abstract**

Although networks have been programmable and able to perform computation, the trend of end-to-end encryption and stream-oriented TCP protocol make it difficult to benefit from such programmable networks. This talk presents Prism as an opportunity of significantly improving cluster resource utilization and reliability with the aid of programmable networks although the communication occurs over regular TCP and TLS. We instantiate Prism as an scale-out object storage system that communicates with the client using widely used S3 protocol.

**Discussion Summary**

We discussed comparison to other approaches which use custom UDP-based network protocols in terms of achieving compute-first networking and usability. We also discussed other system-level approaches such as VM live migration.

3.5 Privacy Preservation in Edge Video Processing

*Jag Minhas (Sensing Feeling – London, GB)*

**Abstract**

In today’s world of virtual computers, high speed networking and algorithms powered by deep neural networks, application developers have a wide choice of architectures and arrangements at their disposal to implement working solutions. For those implementing vision processing systems in the area of human surveillance and behaviour these architectural choices will often have an impact on how end-user rights to privacy are upheld. This talk summarises an established “privacy affirming” framework for distributed vision processing systems and discusses the implications of this approach as our architectural choices widen further in a “Compute First Networking” future.

**Discussion Summary**

Privacy is agreed as a critical topic for compute-first networking. Distribution of processing offers the potential for improved privacy protection, for example by distributing machine learning inference to multiple nodes, but there are many subtle issues (for example, the assumption that you can trust that the system is doing what it’s supposed to). There can be privacy implications even with no (other) human in the loop, for example the use of captured video for ad tracking. A full solution needs to consider the legal and policy framework as well as the technical design.
3.6 Compute Centric Networking for Connected and Automated Driving

Naresh Nayak (Robert Bosch GmbH – Stuttgart, DE)

Abstract

In-vehicular networks are rapidly evolving to support the future requirements of the automotive industry stemming, e.g., from highly autonomous driving. The introduction of microprocessor platforms (aka vehicle computers) networked over high bandwidth Ethernet backbone coupled with wireless connectivity has transformed the modern day vehicle into an IoT device on wheels. The continually increasing amount of computing capability within a vehicle, however, comes at a cost (monetary, energy, etc.). In-network computing is a promising avenue to include the computing capabilities from the infrastructure, and thus, reduce the corresponding costs. This talk presented different use cases where driving functions could be offloaded from a vehicle to the infrastructure and discussed the associated research challenges.

Discussion Summary

A vehicle now contains many IoT devices and produces a lot of data (raw data at 10s TB/hour). So there can be a compute-first network within the car, as well as in the nearby roadside infrastructure. Some of the use cases have critical timing requirements (for safety reasons) – so may be a use case for deterministic computing – whilst others are more tolerant of latency. Security and trust are critical issues, especially if cars use information from other cars as part of automated driving.

3.7 EVEn Harder Challenges

Erik Nordmark (Zededa – San Jose, US)

Abstract

The LF Edge EVE project targets IoT workloads at the smart device edge whilst LF Edge has a suite of other projects for other parts of the edge-cloud continuum. EVE’s approach to control issues is that there is a single controller per edge node with a “phone home” function. EVE’s approach and assumptions to issues such as trust, placement and security were outlined.

Discussion Summary

Discussion was about detailed issues concerning the LF Edge EVE project.
3.8 Networking and Computing – the great confluence

David Oran (Network Systems Research & Design – Cambridge, US)

Abstract
Two contemporaneous trends are merging the two separate yet interdependent technologies of computing and networking. Hardware and software historically associated with computing complexes (General-purpose CPUs running virtual machines, conventional operating systems, and languages) are being used more and more to host networking functions at all but the highest speed tiers. Networking devices such as switches, routers and NICs are becoming programmable in ways that allow general purpose computing to be done “in the network”. This talk examines these trends, presents some of the salient research illuminating the advantages and limitations, and speculates on where this merging of technologies might take us.

Discussion Summary
Comparing the capabilities of servers and switches, for example in terms of cycles/bit, memory and rate of feature evolution: server capabilities are superior (providing only a limited number of ports are needed) and programming is easier.

Many topics were discussed.
One issue associated with joint optimisations (e.g., considering networking, compute, storage and possibly energy resources) is if the coordinated allocation of resources is allowed across boundaries. We should learn from the experiences with multi-provider QoS which has been a non-starter for decades (for commercial and policy reasons – we do have the necessary protocols).

3.9 Split Learning Opportunities with CFN

David Oran (Network Systems Research & Design – Cambridge, US)

Basics of Split Learning
Summary of potential advantages for combining split learning with edge computing
3 Possible use cases, focused on IoT (mostly)

3.10 (Some Random Thoughts on) In-Network Compute Architecture

Jörg Ott (TU München, DE)

Abstract
In-network computing, the execution of program logic on behalf of an application “inside” the network, may be interpreted in many ways, yielding rich history: from the early work on active networking to flavors of mobile offloading in the context of pervasive computing to
programmable data planes to edge computing to recent extensions to information-centric networking in support of computations, among others. These interpretations differ in the complexity of the application structure exposed to “the network”, the code complexity, where and on what kind of devices program logic is executed, and how and when the location(s) for execution are determined and routed to. In this talk, we explore some architectural considerations on in-network computing. We start out from basic networking/computing primitives and explore basic units of computation and interaction, look into different application models, where the “main” control thread (if any) could reside, and how traditional Internet design principles, especially best effort operation and the end-to-end principle, could translate to in-network computing. Another important question is how much abstraction from (as opposed to insight into) the execution scheduling and orchestration a network should provide. We discuss the importance of naming and scoping concepts for in-network functions (and state) that make up the program logic: for invoking them from applications outside the program logic as well as for the possible interactions among multiple (distributing) functions comprising this very logic. We look at name resolution and routing mechanisms and how transport layer mechanisms relate to in-network computing. Overall, there seem to be many feasible approaches, and many design decisions likely depend on how such in-network compute infrastructure would eventually be realized: augmenting IP, running as overlays, or defining a novel clean-slate network architecture.

Discussion Summary

The presentation raised many questions that prompted much discussion and further questions, including: whether one needs to think about specific use case examples and the business models; what the API should be like; what do we name (nodes, data, functions, processes etc) – do we explicitly invoke a function, or do we address an object and the function happens consequently; “ownership” of a function’s execution and the associated resource; partial updating is normal; how to take account of the unreliability of memory and so also how to degrade gracefully; and whether all computation should be explicit (so it is all “end to end”, with no implicit or “hidden” computation).

3.11 Deconstructing and Reimagining Orchestration

Andy Reid (BT – Ipswich, GB)

Abstract

Orchestrators are a general concept, including SDN controllers, cloud controllers and package managers, which are layered (one form of orchestrator feeds another). Each has an interface through which its user can inject policy. Each includes the same set of activities (such as parser, translator, configuration manager and optimiser). Intent-based networks have the same general approach. Today’s orchestrators are focussed on the management plane. The proposal is that it would be beneficial to re-style orchestrators as primarily part of the control plane, which would imply a greater degree of automated operation, with security built into the protocol. One implication suggested is that functions should be called by name, not by address.
Discussion Summary

One topic of discussion was about optimisation: whether this is easier with hard or soft constraints, given the overall system is likely to be non-linear and a “soft” answer is wanted. Since compute resource has no real equivalent of the “bit” as a unit of networking resource, it is harder to optimise. Another topic was how to evolve from the current state to the desired state (as recommended by the optimiser), without putting the network/system through an unsafe intermediate state (to avoid this problem, routing policy changes have to go through many intermediate steps). A further evolution issue is that feedback is needed about whether the resources required in the desired state are actually available (especially as there may be inaccuracies), whereas today’s control planes typically just “try now” – the potential role of digital twins was mentioned.

3.12 Heterogenous Networks and Laying out the Compute Graph

Peer Stritzinger (Peer Stritzinger GmbH – Maisach, DE)
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Abstract

For use cases in edge computing and IoT placing compute functionality in a heterogeneous not fully connected network is an open challenge. Focussing on a computational model consisting of lightweight processes and message passing approaches to modelling distributed algorithms and compute and network resources have been explored. Process and messages are a model to which all distributed computational models can be mapped easily. Relatively static vs. highly dynamic mapping is necessary for different use cases. Properties of processes vs. nodes and messages vs. links need to be combined with topology of communication and network. Orchestration needs to be implementable in a distributed manner without central control.

Discussion Summary

Discussion included Erlang approaches to achieving this distributed computation model. Other issues raised included: the potential role of time sensitive networking and deterministic networking; energy and green energy sensitivity; ‘interference’ from other traffic or computations; and how to scale to distributed IoT systems that could have billions of processes.

3.13 After the Fun the Hard Stuff

Christian Tschudin (Universität Basel, CH)
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Abstract

A core assumption of traditional distributed computing is that processes send messages among themselves to coordinate their work while in this talk we suggest exploring memory-mediated coordination. The Internet is process-centric (packet switching among protocol entities)
which is typically made available to applications in the form of interprocess communication (IPC). Decentralized systems like Secure Scuttlebutt, however, have no notion of IPC and instead rely on any form of content propagation (id-centric append-only logs). Such a content-centric venue may become important when we envisage highly volatile in-network computing environments where processes are not stable enough to receive and answer messages, or because they follow probabilistic computing models, or they simply are not concurrently online. We exclude approaches based on a request-reply pattern à la CCN/NDN and Named-Function Networking (which was fun, but too perfect) because they imply some notion of processes. While one could try to harden the network fabric to provide message buffering beyond process lifetime (mailbox systems for actors), we suggest to focus on bare in-network memory and force processes to coordinate via “Distributed Memory Side Effects” (DIMSE) only. Such an architecture would have immediate benefits beyond crash-resilience, namely for delay tolerance, transport agnosticity and even for data-center networks (fast remote memory access for HPC).

Discussion Summary

The talk prompted a very lively discussion. The idea is for push-only data distribution, with social forwarding-and-filter (meaning that filtering is based on the social graph). The role of “scent marks” to enable this was discussed, with each node in memory storing a collection of scent marks. Questions were raised about garbage collection, contracts and motivations (and tit-for-tat issues), and lessons from earlier systems such as Linda, SRM and floating content.

3.14 In-network computing challenges and opportunities

Noa Zilberman (University of Oxford, GB)
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Abstract

Programmable network devices have changed the way we perceive the network, allowing us to rethink where, when and how we process data. The emergence of in-network computing, the execution of standard host applications within network devices, has been especially promising. However, the rise of in network computing has brought with it multiple challenges, ranging all the way from architecture challenges, through micro-architecture, design and validation, to multi-tenancy. This talk explored the many challenges in designing functional, high performance, and robust in-network applications. These challenges propose new research opportunities, allowing to turn in-network applications from research-ideas into commercially-viable solutions.

Discussion Summary

The discussion focused on the applicability of P4 to distributed computing. Whereas P4 dataplane programming is sometimes considered as the most promising in-network computing approach, this talk highlighted many of the practical difficulties. Whereas some point solutions for distributed computing applications and optimization have been developed, such as [1], the lack of Turing completeness and the vast heterogeneity in platform capabilities seems to suggest that P4 dataplane programming would be suitable.
for certain packet-level optimization while possibly integrated into a larger, heterogeneous distributed computing framework. In that sense, P4 dataplane programming could represent a certain class of enabling platforms, and a compelling research challenge might be to productively leverage such special environments. Similar concerns could arise for other powerful, but really specialized environments such as Multi-GPU communication (e.g., https://www.nvidia.com/en-gb/data-center/nvlink/).
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4 Open problems

4.1 Potential Research Problems

All Participants
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The seminar held one session on discussing research opportunities and potential PhD topics in the CFN (Compute First Networking) field to develop an understanding of what original and substantial research activities could look like. Here is a summary of the ideas discussed:

- Dynamic compilation and placement of CFN instances – network-wide, cross-platform, just-in-time compilation
- Profile-Guided Optimization as CFN Optimizer – Profile-guided optimization is an existing technique that uses profiling test runs of a program to identify parts of the code that are executed more frequently and should be optimised. The idea would be to use data plane telemetry to do the profiling.
- Layer 3 Protocol for In-Network Computing – a clean slate protocol is suggested for routing to compute, possibly building on some of the ideas from ICN and NFN
- In-Network Computing for Network Management – with a logically centralised control plane but policy distributed to each node
- Analysis of CFN – the research topic would be to demonstrate the “provable” gain for CFN
- In-Network Edge Computing for Smart Transportation – the goal would be fast, safe and improved coordination of all sorts of transport users (cars, lorries, trams, cycles, pedestrians, buses, and so on). Questions include the role of road side units and direct coordination between vehicles, and privacy-preserving techniques and data ownership.
- Climate change – what role can CFN play in the goal of net zero?
- Faster packet processing after hitting specialization limits – packet processing speeds are now improving only slowly, and specialisation for a given domain works once, so what are the options to improve network packet processing speed? The potential roles of reconfigurable hardware, specialist hardware, specialist channel, and quantum computing.
- Distribution Usage Descriptions to deny denial of service – the idea would be to infer about flows and to police them in a decentralised manner.
- Gracefully Degradable Turing Machines – faster hardware is hitting reliability limits, so algorithms are needed that cope with memory faults
New Network for Distributed Systems – routers as we know them will decrease / disappear, instead we will have compute and inter-computing – in that world, what are the basic functions?

Planar Distributed Computing – the notion of a ‘breaking point’ in distributed computing – partitioning and merging. Is there an interesting space between consensus based and eventual consistency partition tolerance?

Towards a Formalism for CFN – Start with Misra and Chandy’s UNITY formalism, which has distributed computations as collections of iterated assignment statements, and extend into fault tolerance and different models for the comms/compute/storage

Split Learning Opportunities with CFN – apply Deep Neural Networks, but split vertically across layers rather than horizontally across samples, and smashing the output data at the boundary to preserve only relevant excitation coefficients. This can help with privacy, by confining data to the device only, or in secure enclaves in edge computing nodes; it also can provide failure resiliency, as there’s degraded operation (rather than none) when the cloud back-end can’t be reached.

5 Findings and Recommendations for Compute First Networking

In this section we present the organisers’ conclusions from the seminar. Undoubtedly not all participants will agree with all of them.

The field of Compute First Networking (CFN) is at an exciting moment. We speculate that compute-first networking is at the same stage as cloud computing 20 years ago. At that moment, we had some insight about both the commercial drivers (the use cases for utility computing) and the core technical ideas (data centres, virtualisation and fairly fast networks). But we didn’t understand how so many industries would be transformed, nor all the technical work required in order to be able to deploy and orchestrate services (such as map-reduce, stream processing, load balancers, migration, containers, and distributed ledgers).

We believe that Compute First Networking has similar potential to transform the business world and the way people live. Today, we have the first ideas and partial understandings about the use cases, commercial drivers and technical directions, but there is a huge amount still to do.

In the absence of new service models, it seems likely that the hyperscalers will extend their dominance of cloud computing into CFN. For those who would like to see a more diverse ecosystem, now is therefore an opportune moment to invest in researching the key components needed to disrupt the status quo. We recommend that government and industry fund extensive research and development in order to help bring CFN to fruition, and allow fresh innovation by a decentralised gallery of players.

5.1 Use Cases and Business Drivers for CFN

The continued consolidation in data centre clouds has made other deployment models appear as an exception – for example, we talk about edge computing when referring to non-cloud-only applications (where most of the artefacts and compute resources are concentrated in the cloud).
Non-cloud-only applications are becoming increasingly important, due to mainstream consumer-focused applications (scalability of content distribution and low-latency requirements for interactive applications) but specifically due to new applications that leverage the availability of Internet-connected physical resources such as sensors and video cameras, and the potential advantages of integrating these into larger distributed applications.

For example, from a mere data logistics perspective, (semi)-autonomous vehicles produce large amounts of data, mostly destined for local consumption (video and various sensors), but increasingly also for external processing and storage – for tele-driving, diagnostics, forensics and other applications. Such applications fundamentally require a robust data offloading and processing infrastructure – to some extent the reverse functionality of today’s downstream CDNs (Content Distribution Networks). Processing should enable filtering, aggregation, and other forms of transformation, and must thus be fully programmable.

Not all interactions are upstream-data-based – for example, car and factory networks have rigid reliability and low-latency requirements. Corresponding control loops may be driven by local data as well as by remote information and instructions. Enabling such robust control in the presence of dynamic and heterogeneous sub-system properties calls for infrastructure support that enables operating distributed applications across different failure and time domains.

Infrastructure programmability and resource multiplexing raise the question of multi-tenancy, i.e., the ability to run several workloads over shared computing and network infrastructure with adequate isolation. Fundamental building blocks such as suitable encryption algorithms, trusted execution, attestation etc. exist and are emerging. They fuel the design of more reliable and trustworthy distributed applications over shared infrastructure, enabling new use cases.

When edge sensor data contains personally identifiable information (PII) or can be used to construct PII by combining multiple inputs, additional concerns regarding privacy preservation arise. We reject the suggestion that privacy is over-rated – there are already too many dystopian abuse scenarios – and we reject the ‘counsel of despair’ that it is already too late (because the hyperscalers and some governments, service providers, and/or credit card companies collect so much information today). On the other hand, the Covid-19 pandemic has shown importance of finding a ‘middle way’, where health data can be leveraged for tracking, trend analysis, and understanding transmission patterns. We believe that a future system should preserve privacy by design, meaning that it technically prevents leakage of PII (such as raw video data). This could enable a whole new class of applications, such as the use of medical data in a productive and ethical manner. In-network computing actually offers some promise for new approaches to privacy preservation, because computation is intrinsically distributed, and end users might be able to control which functions/analytics are run, where they run (in the local network), for whom, and on what data.

The economics of compute first networking merits research work. What types of compute function are likely to be of most value? Are there new use cases where compute-first networking offers particular benefit? What applications are distributed and multi-party? What are the externality costs like power, real estate, right-of-way, regulation of physical infrastructure?

Also worthwhile is consideration of the legal aspects of compute first networking. At a fundamental level, should there be regulation to achieve “in-network compute neutrality”? Today, some countries have regulations about “net neutrality” for the networking, but not about the cloud compute, which has (probably) been key to enable the development of a plethora of applications, but has disintermediated the telecoms operators from the value
chain. What is the preferred societal outcome for CFN? There are also detailed questions to be resolved, such as the appropriate legal frameworks when it may be necessary to reveal some of the data or its analysis. Examples include accident data for cars, medical malpractice, and criminal conspiracy.

5.2 Technical challenges for CFN

While distributed computing functionality in the network is an essential design feature in many mainstream applications today, current architectural models can only provide a limited form of in-network distributed computing due to a lack of appropriate programming models and run-time visibility.

Many applications today are becoming increasingly multi-party and distributed, e.g., user front-end applications talking to a microservice backend, possibly mediated by proxies, load balancers etc. However, from an application developer perspective, it is difficult and possibly undesirable to make the network fully transparent to the programmer: there are performance inhomogeneities in both throughput and delay, complex partial failures that require some form of response, depending on the distributed system’s run-time behaviour. With current systems, except for rather static directed acyclic graph structures (such as Dataflow systems), traditional programming models today only easily exploit localized parallelism, so it is still not possible to reason about wider system parallelization without requiring a lot of orchestrator intelligence.

DevOps-based systems can theoretically enable incremental partial deployment and dynamic module updates, however coordination with network underlays is not trivial and not always possible due to strict separation into organizational and protocol realms.

In addition, computing and communications are on different cost/performance trajectories, which results in additional platform heterogeneity and different typical functions that one would run on compute servers vs. network switches. From a processing and memory perspective, compute servers can afford to spend many cycles per processed bit and to perform memory intensive operations, whereas network switches are concerned with line-rate processing on optimized hardware, allowing only a few cycles per bit with only small or moderate memory consumption. Correspondingly, the workloads are also quite different, especially considering the need for multi-tenancy and tenant isolation (requiring cryptographically enabled isolation on servers, which is typically not available on network switches). Thus, we believe that there will be “puddles and ponds” of compute, connected naturally via networks (rather than every device including networking and compute). For scalability reasons these resources are more likely to congregate.

Programmable data planes are likely to be an important component, but today’s technologies, such as P4, are not fully formed as yet, as their capabilities are too limited and there are many tricky issues remaining to be solved for generic in-network computation. In addition to generic (‘universal’) processors, there will be a need for heterogeneous hardware specialised to jobs such as sensor processing and filtering (e.g. sparse FFT), or query minimization for differential privacy.

On privacy, a first (but not sufficient) technical step could be the careful selection of processing loci in the system, i.e., perform data analytics close to the data source and then only share processed, anonymized result data. Federated machine learning could be one such pattern that enables the controlled sharing of the results of analytics, for example featuring individual health data logging and public health data sharing via user-controlled analytics.
functions. Other approaches, such as split learning could map the different deep learning layers onto different nodes/domains in the network, thus enabling a privacy-preserving distributed training process, where each layer can only look at its own raw data.

Provenance tracking is also important, as insights derived from data are dependent on data trustworthiness. Also, on a compute node, isolation is needed between tenants, with some kind of trusted computing.

A key research topic is about the placement of functions, distributed across the network (the processing graph), and the related optimisation of usage of resources. This requires joint consideration of, and trading off between, different types of resource capabilities – compute, storage, networking, (green) energy – as well as other constraints, such as time-sensitivity of the application, and the users’ appetite for risk and cost. To take a simple example: it may be better to move the function to be near the data, rather than shift all the data to a function running in the central cloud or an edge cloud, particularly if the volume of data produced makes it impossible to move in its original form. Since the optimisation is an NP-complete problem, it is not about finding a unique global optimum, but a reasonably good enough solution. The optimisation also has to take account of some additional challenges. One is how to include resilience as a key criteria (since producing densely connected edge networks is probably prohibitively expensive) — including solutions that are stable for some degree of failures, and the ability to safely transition from one solution to another without violating service level criteria, or via a risky, unstable intermediate point.

Another challenge is how to include the cost of change — including the time to compute the solution vs. the time before the configuration has to change (due to changes in the workload and/or the resource availability), the cost of spinning resources up and down, and — on a longer timescale — the optimisation of value (rather than cost) through time. A third issue is the inclusion of policy preferences and constraints of the CFN operator and the users. Finally, it is possible that the resources may be contributed by different owners (for example, owners of the RAN, access network, distributed compute, compute in a POP), whilst spot price manipulation should be prevented.

Another topic fruitful for research could be to re-consider the balance of the management and control planes. Traditionally the control plane operates automatically and autonomously, driven by protocols and algorithms, whilst the management plane operates with manual intervention and specialisation. Can orchestration, in its broadest sense, be re-architected so that it is a control plane set of functionality that automatically converts the “intent” of the users (and networks) into components instantiated on the hosting infrastructure?

Finally it is worthwhile to re-consider earlier approaches that were abandoned, in light of compute-first networking. For example, I3, active networking, and network coding.

In summary, today the building blocks and concepts for CFN are only partially understood. There is great potential and significant challenges to achieve CFN as a platform that can enable new use cases and business opportunities.
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Abstract
This report documents the program and outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 21261 “Quantum Complexity: Theory and Application”. The seminar ran from June 27 to July 2, 2021, and was held in a hybrid format (due to COVID travel restrictions). Of the 55 total participants from 14 countries, 17 participants were on-site, and 38 were remote. Recent advances in both theoretic and experimental aspects of quantum complexity theory were presented and discussed, ranging from new theoretical developments via a “Quantum Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis”, to more experimentally oriented talks involving benchmarking of random circuits in quantum supremacy experiments. In addition, an open problem session and a discussion session regarding the current state of the field were included.

1 Executive Summary

Bill Fefferman (University of Chicago, US)
Sevag Gharibian (Universität Paderborn, DE)
Norbert Schuch (Universität Wien, AT)
Barbara Terhal (TU Delft, NL)
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Background and motivation. Since the seminal discovery of an efficient quantum integer factorization algorithm by Peter Shor in 1994, the field of Quantum Computation has blossomed into a large-scale international effort to build, test, and study the possibilities that information processing using quantum particles may provide. A central role in these developments has been played by Quantum Complexity Theory, a traditionally theoretical realm of research focusing on such questions as: Which physical properties of Nature can be efficiently computed? Can the behavior of an untrusted or noisy quantum computer be verified? What might constitute convincing evidence of “quantum supremacy” over classical computers?
With the first generation of completed “Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ)” experiments already staking quantum supremacy claims, however, the answers to such “traditionally theoretical” questions have taken on an urgent and practical relevance. For example, a complexity theoretic understanding of which realistic physical problems are “just hard enough” for classical computers and “easy enough” for quantum computers is the natural starting point for “quantum supremacy” testbeds. With functioning experimental devices in place, one must next convincingly confirm the device is performing as designed, particularly in the presence of noise. Finally, if the aim of such experiments is to cast doubt on the Extended Church-Turing Thesis, then a strong standard of evidence is required; such a standard must be rigorously stated and developed.

Seminar Topics. This seminar covered a range of topics under the broad umbrella of Quantum Complexity Theory, ranging from highly theoretical to experimentally driven. We briefly overview some of these here; further examples and details are in the included talk abstracts.

Theoretical directions. The field of Quantum Complexity Theory is concerned, broadly speaking, with a rigorous mathematical study of the resources required to perform certain computational tasks. To first order, this involves dividing the “computational world” into two buckets: Easy versus hard problems. However, in reality, the complexity landscape is much finer than this. For example, one might ask – given that problem $X$ has a known efficient quantum algorithm, does there nevertheless exist a faster quantum algorithm for $X$? This typically falls under the classical area of “fine-grained complexity”, which has only recently begun to emerge as having a quantum analogue. Conversely, one may ask – is problem $X$ hard only when one wishes to have a high precision answer, becoming easy when a larger margin of error is allowed? Classically, this falls under the umbrella of “hardness of approximation”, and which has seen intense study in the guise of the “quantum PCP conjecture”. Finally, given that quantum computers are believed more powerful than classical ones, a natural question is: Do there exist computational problems whose difficulty lies strictly between classical and quantum? Here, a natural object of study has been so-called “stoquastic” quantum systems, whose time evolution can often be simulated in practice via randomized (i.e. Monte Carlo) techniques, but which nevertheless appear difficult to classically simulate in the worst case in a rigorous fashion. Recent advances and the state of the art in all of these topics, as well as a number of others, were discussed at the seminar.

Experimentally motivated directions. The recent explosion of the so-called Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computation era has brought many new questions to the forefront of Quantum Complexity Theory. For example, to date, two of the leading frameworks for experimental demonstration of “quantum supremacy” have been random circuit sampling and Boson sampling. On the one hand, much progress has been made closing the remaining gaps in the theoretical hardness proofs for these tasks on classical computers. On the other hand, for experiments that have been conducted, important practical topics such as how to benchmark such experimental random circuit setups have very recently been studied. Moreover, beyond the quest for quantum supremacy lies the next question: What practical applications might NISQ devices already prove useful for? These and related topics were presented and discussed at the seminar.

Participants and program overview. Due to the on-going COVID situation, the seminar was held in hybrid format. This meant that of the 55 total participants joining from 14 countries around the world (from North America to Europe to Asia), 17 were on-site, and
38 were remote. To allow all audience members to participate, a few measures were taken, which arguably worked quite well given the circumstances:

- During each of the seminar’s on-site sessions, a Zoom session was projected onto a whiteboard, to which all remote participants were invited. The Zoom participants could see and hear on-site whiteboard and slide presentations, as well as interrupt to ask questions (via the room’s loudspeaker system). This made for a reasonably efficient setup in which both on-site and hybrid participants could discuss in real-time. A Slack channel was also set up to ease communication, and by popular request, after talks a virtual Zoom chat room was set up so that the remote participants could also chat amongst themselves.

- To accommodate both types of audience members, a mix of on-site and remote talks were scheduled. On-site talks were typically held in the morning (CEST), allowing remote audience members in Europe Asia to attend. These were held at “standard” times, starting at 9:00 CEST. Remote talks were largely scheduled in the late afternoon and evening (17:00 and 20:00 CEST), this time accessible to North American and European participants.

- Seminar participants Marcel Hinsche (on-site) and James Watson (off-site) graciously offered to act as “technical help volunteers” for local and remote participants, ensuring the hybrid setup ran smoothly for both local and remote attendees.

Regarding the remaining program structure, a strong emphasis was placed on plentiful open time for ad-hoc discussion – typically 14:00 to 17:00 was left open expressly for this purpose. A social outing (hike) was organized by participant Dominik Hangleiter on Wednesday afternoon, and a traditional social night in the music room took place on Wednesday evening.

**Acknowledgements.** The seminar’s participants and organizing committee wholeheartedly thank the Schloss Dagstuhl administrative and technical staff, who before, during, and after the seminar were incredibly supportive, professional, and patient with us quantum computer scientists. Many of the seminars participants, both online and off-line, commented very positively of the experience, citing it as a very welcome break to the stress of the on-going COVID pandemic.
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3 Overview of Talks

3.1 An area law for 2D frustration-free spin systems

Anurag Anshu (University of California – Berkeley, US)
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We prove that the entanglement entropy of the ground state of a locally gapped frustration-free 2D lattice spin system satisfies an area law with respect to a vertical bipartition of the lattice into left and right regions. We first establish that the ground state projector of any locally gapped frustration-free 1D spin system can be approximated to within error $\epsilon$ by a degree $O(\sqrt{\log 1/\epsilon})$ multivariate polynomial in the interaction terms of the Hamiltonian. This generalizes the optimal bound on the approximate degree of the boolean AND function, which corresponds to the special case of commuting Hamiltonian terms. For 2D spin systems we then construct an approximate ground state projector (AGSP) that employs the optimal 1D approximation in the vicinity of the boundary of the bipartition of interest. This AGSP has sufficiently low entanglement and error to establish the area law using a known technique.

3.2 Quantum fine-grained complexity

Harry Buhrman (CWI – Amsterdam, NL)
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One of the major challenges in computer science is to establish lower bounds on the resources, usually time, that are needed to solve computational problems. This holds in particular for computational problems that appear in practice. One way towards dealing with this situation is the study of fine-grained complexity where we use special reductions to prove time lower bounds for many diverse problems based on the conjectured hardness of some key problems. For example, computing the edit distance between two strings, a problem that has a practical interest when determining the genetic distance between species based on their DNA, has an algorithm that takes $O(n^2)$ time. Using a fine-grained reduction it can be shown that faster algorithms for edit distance also imply a faster algorithm for the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem (that is believed to not exist). This is evidence that the current edit distance algorithms are optimal. Another problem, besides SAT, that is used as a basis for these reductions is the 3SUM problem. The situation in the quantum regime is no better; almost all known lower bounds for quantum algorithms are defined in terms of query complexity, which doesn’t help much for problems for which the best-known algorithms take super-linear time. Therefore, employing fine-grained reductions in the quantum setting seems a natural way forward. However, translating the classical fine-grained reductions directly into the quantum regime is not always possible for various reasons. In this talk, I will present
some recent results in which we circumvent these challenges and prove quantum time lower
bounds for some problems in BQP conditioned on the conjectured quantum hardness of SAT
(and its variants) and the 3SUM problem. This is based on joint work with Bruno Loff,
Florian Speelman, and Subhasree Patro.

3.3 Gaussian Boson sampling and its complexity

Abhinav Deshpande (University of Maryland – College Park, US)
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Recent demonstrations of a quantum speedup with Gaussian boson sampling have been
challenged by new algorithms claiming the absence of this speedup. In this talk, I will discuss
the computational hardness of Gaussian boson sampling in an idealized setting of parameters.
I will also discuss how, outside of the idealized setting, certain algorithms can simulate some
instances of Gaussian boson sampling.

3.4 Linear growth of quantum circuit complexity

Jens Eisert (FU Berlin, DE)
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Quantifying quantum states’ complexity is a key problem in various subfields of science, from
quantum computing to black-hole physics. We prove a prominent conjecture by Brown and
Susskind about how random quantum circuits’ complexity increases. Consider constructing
a unitary from Haar-random two-qubit quantum gates. Implementing the unitary exactly
requires a circuit of some minimal number of gates - the unitary’s exact circuit complexity.
We prove that this complexity grows linearly in the number of random gates, with unit
probability, until saturating after exponentially many random gates. Our proof is surprisingly
short, given the established difficulty of lower-bounding the exact circuit complexity. Our
strategy combines differential topology and elementary algebraic geometry with an inductive
construction of Clifford circuits.

Joint work with Jonas Haferkamp, Philippe Faist, Naga B. T. Kothakonda, and Nicole
Yunger Halpern
Quantum entanglement is notoriously hard to maintain and its fragility is arguably the main obstacle preventing us from building a quantum computer. In terms of local Hamiltonians this means that while we know that ground-state of “feasible” quantum systems are highly entangled, we physically can only access the Gibbs states of these quantum systems, and these alas cannot sustain global-scale entanglement.

In this talk we consider the problem of designing systems that exhibit robust quantum entanglement: formally we would like to design a local Hamiltonian for which not only the ground-state is highly entangled but one can also demonstrate that its Gibbs state at non-zero temperature (independent of system size) can only be approximated by deep quantum circuits. Such systems are not known to date.

In [Eldar ’21] we show that one can approach such a “holy grail” system and construct a Hamiltonian on n qubits with log-local terms for which the Gibbs state even at nearly-constant temperatures, decaying only at a rate of $1/\log\log(n)$ cannot be approximated by shallow quantum circuits – i.e. of depth less than $\log(n)$. The construction involves using state of the art quantum locally testable codes (qLTC), appended with shallow classical decoders for expander codes, together with an analysis of the evolution of thermal errors under qLTCs. The analysis uses the Metropolis Hastings algorithm to show that the errors in the thermal state evolving under a qLTC Hamiltonian tend to form only very sparse errors that are locally correctable – which may be useful elsewhere.

Many open questions remain – among which are improving (reducing) the locality of the construction, and increasing the temperature for which circuit lower bounds can be demonstrated to a constant.

3.6 The power of random quantum circuits

Bill Fefferman (University of Chicago, US)

Quantum entanglement is notoriously hard to maintain and its fragility is arguably the main obstacle preventing us from building a quantum computer. In terms of local Hamiltonians this means that while we know that ground-state of “feasible” quantum systems are highly entangled, we physically can only access the Gibbs states of these quantum systems, and these alas cannot sustain global-scale entanglement.

In this talk we consider the problem of designing systems that exhibit robust quantum entanglement: formally we would like to design a local Hamiltonian for which not only the ground-state is highly entangled but one can also demonstrate that its Gibbs state at non-zero temperature (independent of system size) can only be approximated by deep quantum circuits. Such systems are not known to date.

In [Eldar ’21] we show that one can approach such a “holy grail” system and construct a Hamiltonian on n qubits with log-local terms for which the Gibbs state even at nearly-constant temperatures, decaying only at a rate of $1/\log\log(n)$ cannot be approximated by shallow quantum circuits – i.e. of depth less than $\log(n)$. The construction involves using state of the art quantum locally testable codes (qLTC), appended with shallow classical decoders for expander codes, together with an analysis of the evolution of thermal errors under qLTCs. The analysis uses the Metropolis Hastings algorithm to show that the errors in the thermal state evolving under a qLTC Hamiltonian tend to form only very sparse errors that are locally correctable – which may be useful elsewhere.

Many open questions remain – among which are improving (reducing) the locality of the construction, and increasing the temperature for which circuit lower bounds can be demonstrated to a constant.

In this talk we will discuss recent results on the power of random quantum circuits, inspired by the “quantum supremacy” experiments of Google and USTC. We will discuss two new results: first we consider the “low noise” scenario in which the goal is to prove the hardness of approximate sampling from the output distribution of a random quantum circuit. The
main obstacle faced in prior work on this subject is that the average-case hardness results for computing output probabilities of random circuits are not robust enough to imprecision to connect with the Stockmeyer argument for hardness of sampling. In this work we exponentially improve this robustness to imprecision. In the case of BosonSampling, we bring the proven hardness to within a constant factor in the exponent of the robustness required for hardness of sampling.

Second, we consider the realistic “high noise” scenario. We show that it remains hard to compute the output probabilities of noisy random quantum circuits without error correction, providing the noise rate of the device is below the error detection threshold. This hardness persists despite the fact that these probabilities are exponentially close to uniform. Consequently, the small deviations away from uniformity are hard to compute, formalizing an important intuition behind Google’s supremacy claim.

Interestingly, we then argue that these two results are connected, in that any further progress on proving hardness in the “low noise scenario” would require techniques which *do not* work to improve the hardness results in the “high noise scenario”.

### 3.7 (Sub)Exponential advantage of adiabatic quantum computation with no sign problem

**András Gilyén (Caltech – Pasadena, US)**
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**Main reference** András Gilyén, Matthew B. Hastings, Umesh Vazirani, “(Sub)Exponential advantage of adiabatic quantum computation with no sign problem”, Proceedings of the 53rd Annual ACM SIGACT Symposium on Theory of Computing, June 2021, Pages 1357–1369

**URL** https://doi.org/10.1145/3406325.3451060
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We demonstrate the possibility of (sub)exponential quantum speedup via a quantum algorithm that follows an adiabatic path of a gapped Hamiltonian with no sign problem. This strengthens the superpolynomial separation recently proved by Hastings. The Hamiltonian that exhibits this speed-up comes from the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph, and we can view the adiabatic evolution as an efficient $O(\text{poly}(n))$-time quantum algorithm for finding a specific “EXIT” vertex in the graph given the “ENTRANCE” vertex. On the other hand we show that if the graph is given via an adjacency-list oracle, there is no classical algorithm that finds the “EXIT” with probability greater than $\exp(-n^{\delta})$ using at most $\exp(n^{\delta})$ queries for $\delta = 1/5 - o(1)$. Our construction of the graph is somewhat similar to the “welded-trees” construction of Childs et al., but uses additional ideas of Hastings for achieving a spectral gap and a short adiabatic path.
3.8 Verifying BQP Computations on Noisy Devices with Minimal Overhead

Elham Kashefi (University of Edinburgh, GB)
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With the development of delegated quantum computation, clients will want to ensure confidentiality of their data and algorithms, and the integrity of their computations. While protocols for blind and verifiable quantum computation exist, they suffer from high overheads and from oversensitivity: When running on noisy devices, imperfections trigger the same detection mechanisms as malicious attacks, resulting in perpetually aborted computations. We introduce the first blind and verifiable protocol for delegating BQP computations to a powerful server with repetition as the only overhead. It is composable and statistically secure with exponentially-low bounds and can tolerate a constant amount of global noise.

3.9 Compact Fermion to Qubit Mappings

Joel David Klassen (Phasecraft – London, GB)

License © Creative Commons BY 4.0 International license
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Mappings between fermions and qubits are valuable constructions in physics. To date only a handful exist. In addition to revealing dualities between fermionic and spin systems, such mappings are indispensable in any quantum simulation of fermionic physics on quantum computers. The number of qubits required per fermionic mode, and the locality of mapped fermionic operators strongly impact the cost of such simulations. We present a fermion to qubit mapping that outperforms all previous local mappings in both the qubit to mode ratio and the locality of mapped operators. In addition to these practically useful features, the mapping bears an elegant relationship to the toric code, which we discuss. We additionally discuss the general algebraic framework employed to construct this mapping.
3.10 Provably efficient machine learning for quantum many-body problems

Richard Küng (Johannes Kepler Universität Linz, AT)

Classical machine learning (ML) provides a potentially powerful approach to solving challenging problems in quantum physics and chemistry. However, the advantages of ML over more traditional methods have not been firmly established. We prove that classical ML algorithms can efficiently predict ground state properties of a physical system, after learning from data obtained by measuring related systems. We also prove that classical ML algorithms can efficiently classify a wide range of quantum phases of matter. Our arguments are based on the concept of a classical shadow, a succinct classical description of a quantum state that can be constructed in feasible quantum experiments and be used to predict many properties of the state.

3.11 On QMA Queries with Tree-like Dependencies

Dorian Rudolph (Universität Paderborn, DE)

The quantum analogue of NP, called QMA (Quantum Merlin Arthur) has the physically motivated complete problem of estimating the ground state energy of a local Hamiltonian. A related problem is simulating the measurement of a local Hamiltonian’s ground state. Ambainis (CCC 2014) showed that this problem, denoted APX-SIM (Approximate Simulation), is $P^{QMA[log]}$-complete. $P^{QMA[log]}$ is the class of problems that can be solved by a deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine that may ask a QMA-oracle $O(\log(n))$ adaptive queries. Gharibian, Piddock, and Yirka (STACS 2020) show that a polynomial number of parallel queries can be simulated using a logarithmic number of adaptive queries and therefore $P^{QMA[log]} = P^{\|QMA}$, which also holds for StoqMA.

In the classical setting, an even stronger result is given by Gottlob (JACM 1995): A polynomial number of NP queries with a tree-like dependency graph can be simulated using a logarithmic number of adaptive queries (i.e., $p^{NP[log]} = Trees(NP)$). More generally, dependent queries can be modeled as a query graph, in which each node contains a query to an oracle for some class C, that is constructed by a uniform circuit taking results from incoming edges as inputs. Within this model, we strengthen Gottlob’s result to query graphs with a bounded separator number (this includes bounded treewidth) and apply it to the quantum setting by proving $p^{C[log]} = BSN(C)$ for C in NP, MA, QCMA, QMA, QMA(2), where BSN(C) denotes the class of problems poly-time reducible to query graph with queries to a C-oracle and a bounded separator number. We further show that query graphs with a logarithmic separator number can be solved by $QP^{C[log^2]}$. We also improve the state of the art for StoqMA by showing that query graphs of constant depth can be solved using a logarithmic number of queries.
3.12 Classical proofs of quantum knowledge

Thomas Vidick (Caltech – Pasadena, US)

We define the notion of a proof of knowledge in the setting where the verifier is classical, but the prover is quantum, and where the witness that the prover holds is in general a quantum state. We establish simple properties of our definition, including that, if a nondestructive classical proof of quantum knowledge exists for some state, then that state can be cloned by an unbounded adversary, and that, under certain conditions on the parameters in our definition, a proof of knowledge protocol for a hard-to-clone state can be used as a (destructive) quantum money verification protocol. In addition, we provide two examples of protocols (both inspired by private-key classical verification protocols for quantum money schemes) which we can show to be proofs of quantum knowledge under our definition. Finally, we show that, under our definition, the verification protocol introduced by Mahadev (FOCS 2018) is a classical argument of quantum knowledge for QMA relations.
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Abstract
This report documents the program and the outcomes of Dagstuhl Seminar 21262 “Inter-Vehicular Communication – From Edge Support to Vulnerable Road Users”. Looking back at the last decade, one can observe enormous progress in the domain of vehicular networking. In this growing community, many ongoing activities focus on the design of communication protocols to support safety applications, intelligent navigation, and many others. We shifted the focus from basic networking principles to open challenges in edge computing support and, as a novel aspect, on how to integrate so called vulnerable road users (VRU) into the picture.
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1 Executive Summary

Falko Dressler (TU Berlin, DE)
Ana Aguiar (Universidade do Porto, PT)
Onur Altintas (Toyota Motors North America – Mountain View, US)
Gunnar Karlsson (KTH Royal Institute of Technology – Stockholm, SE)

Looking back at the last decade, one can observe enormous progress in the domain of vehicular networking. In this growing community, many ongoing activities focus on the design of communication protocols to support safety applications, intelligent navigation, cooperative driving and others. Using the terms Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC), Car-2-X (C2X), or Vehicle-2-X (V2X), many applications – as interesting as challenging – have been envisioned and (at least) partially realized. Very large projects have been initiated to validate the theoretic work in field tests and protocols are being standardized. With the increasing interest from industry, security and privacy have also become crucial aspects in the stage of protocol design in order to support a smooth and carefully planned roll-out. We are now entering an era that might change the game in road traffic management. Many car makers already supply their recent brands with cellular...
and WiFi modems, some also adding vehicular WLAN (DSRC, ITS-G5) and/or C-V2X technologies, which focus on V2V and V2I communication.

The management and control of network connections among vehicles and between vehicles and an existing network infrastructure is currently one of the most challenging and active research fields in the networking domain. There is a long list of desirable applications that can be grouped into four IVC categories:

1. e-Safety applications that try to make driving safer, e.g., road hazard warning, collision warning;
2. traffic efficiency applications aiming at more efficient and thus greener traffic, e.g., detection of traffic jams, traffic distribution;
3. manufacturer oriented applications, e.g., automatic software updates; and
4. convenience applications, e.g., automatic map updates.

We initiated the “Inter-Vehicular Communication” Dagstuhl Series back in 2010, when a first Dagstuhl Seminar was organized on this topic. The motivation was to bring together experts in this field to investigate the state of the art and to highlight where sufficient solutions already existed. The main outcome of this very inspiring seminar series was that there are indeed areas within this research field where scientific findings are being consolidated and adopted by industry. This was the consensus of quite intriguing discussions among participants from both industry and academia. Yet, even more aspects have been identified where substantial research is still needed.

Some of the findings of the first three seminars in this series have been published not only in the related Dagstuhl reports but also in widely visible magazine articles:


Seminars in this series focused on general vehicular communication technologies, security and safety impact, cooperative driving concepts and its implications on communication protocol design, and many more.

We now shifted the focus of this seminar from basic networking principles to open challenges in edge computing support and, as a novel aspect, on how to integrate so called vulnerable road users (VRU) into the picture. Edge computing is currently becoming one of the core building blocks of cellular networks, including 5G, and it is necessary to study how to integrate ICT components of moving systems. The trade-offs of computation distribution, system aspects, and the impact on end-to-end latency are still unanswered. Also, vehicular networking and cooperative driving focuses almost exclusively on cars but leaves out communication and coordination with, for example, pedestrians and bicyclists. For example, many of the existing communication solutions for this scenario were designed without having battery constraints in mind. In the mean-time, some early research has been initiated on this topic, we organized a workshop at INFORMATIK 2019 on VRUs and initial projects report very interesting results on safety features for VRUs. Building upon the great
success of the first two seminars, with this follow-up seminar, our goal was to once again bring together experts from all these fields from both academia and industry. The seminar focused intensively on discussions in several working groups. To kick-off these discussions, we invited three keynote talks:

- Distributed machine learning in the vehicle-to-edge continuum by Carla-Fabiana Chiasserini (Polytechnic University of Turin, IT)
- A TechCity Living lab for vehicular-based mobility services in the road by Susana Sargento (Institute of Telecommunications, PT)
- Edge-based increase of awareness and support for all traffic participants by Lars Wolf (TU Braunschweig, DE)

We finally organized the following working groups on some of the most challenging issues related to inter-vehicular communication and cooperative driving:

- Edge Computing: A multi-dimensional techno-economic outlook (i.e., latency, cost, deployment issues, etc.)
- Cooperative Driving Again: Where are we now after 2018? What about vehicular platooning: Is it still alive? What are still unsolved challenges?
- How do we support VRU detection/warning?
- Forget about V2V, we have V2C: Is Vehicle-to-Cloud the Way to Go?
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3 Overview of Talks

3.1 Distributed machine learning in the vehicle-to-edge continuum

Carla-Fabiana Chiasserini (Polytechnic University of Turin, IT)
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Intelligent Edge is an emerging paradigm for virtualized mobile services addressing the growing need for AI/ML at the network edge. In this context, mobility safety applications, such as collision avoidance or assisted intersection crossing for vulnerable road users, represent a use case of paramount importance, due to their enormous relevance to society. However, user safety applications requiring ultra-low latency are not the only type of service that needs to be implemented at the edge: networking functions, like virtual radio access networks (vRANs), require to be deployed at the edge as well so as to provide user-to-infrastructure connectivity. The recently proposed Virtual Edge concept looks at such complex ecosystem, and, going beyond Intelligent Edge, aims to find solutions to the challenges that virtualization at the edge poses. In the spirit of Virtual Edge, first we first tackle the dynamic configuration of heterogeneous vRANs providing connectivity to vehicles, as well as to vulnerable road users. Indeed, to fully exploit the potentiality of vRANs in non-stationary environments, an efficient mapping of the rapidly varying context to radio control decisions is not only essential, but also challenging owing to the non-trivial interdependence of network and channel conditions. Our solution, named CAREM, leverages a novel, scalable distributed learning approach, using multiple reinforcement learning agents that allow for dynamic radio resource allocation in the presence of multiple connected users and multiple available links. CAREM meets latency as well as packet loss requirements, enabling the selection of the best radio link among different, available technologies, as well as the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) to be used for packet transmission. It does so by rapidly learning the temporal evolution of the context and associating best actions thereto, based on near real-time feedback on KPI satisfaction as the channel and traffic conditions vary. To demonstrate the benefits of CAREM in real-world settings, we developed a testbed and derived extensive experimental results. Then, giving the scarcity of resources at the edge, we exploit distributed learning to realize the concept of pervasive ML and, so doing, fully leverage the resources offered by the smart city infrastructure and the passing-by vehicles. In particular, drawing on federated learning and distributed stochastic gradient descent, we propose a framework for flexible parallel learning (FPL), achieving both data and model parallelism. Thanks to a newly introduced layer and making an edge node coordinate the learning process, FPL makes distributed learning architectures able to adapt to different network topologies and, hence, flexibly use computing and energy resources in the fog. Further, we investigate how different ways of distributing and parallelizing learning tasks across the participating nodes result in different computation, communication, and energy costs. Our results, obtained using state-of-the-art deep-network architectures and large-scale datasets, show that FPL allows for an excellent trade-off among computational (hence energy) cost, communication overhead, and learning accuracy.
3.2 A TechCity Living lab for vehicular-based mobility services in the road

Susana Sargento (Institute of Telecommunications – Aveiro, PT)

In the framework of the EU project Aveiro STEAM City, researchers in the University of Aveiro and the Institute of Telecommunications, have been deploying an advanced, large-scale communications infrastructure, spread throughout the city of Aveiro, that will be at the service of researchers, digital industries, startups, scale-ups, R&D centers, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders interested in developing, testing or demonstrating concepts, products or services. Supported by state-of-the-art fiber link technology (spread across 16km in the city), reconfigurable radio units, 5G-NR radio and 5G network services, the access infrastructure covers 44 strategic points in the urban area of Aveiro, in the form of smart lamp posts or wall boxes on building facades with communications technologies, edge-based computing units and sensors. The communications infrastructure integrates a communication network with radio terminals, multiprotocol, spread throughout the city, connected by fiber optics to a data processing centre, located at Institute of Telecommunications. Buses and garbage collection vehicles have also been equipped with sensors, which currently record mobility and environmental data, making a complete live map of these parameters in the city, and providing the required data for traffic monitoring and safe driving systems. All these points combine and interconnect a set of sensors, such as mobility sensors (GPS, radars, lidars and video cameras) and environmental sensors (such as temperature, humidity, pollution) with remote data collection units throughout the city, providing enough data to support a wide range of services and applications: from IoT and internet access to citizens, to mobility and intermodal services, smart parking, assisted driving, intelligent transportation systems, environmental monitoring, distribution of information and multimedia content, emergency and safety, health services, among others. This talk dives into the Living Lab and on the vehicular, edge and sensing mechanisms researched to enable a safer mobility environment, with a focus on vulnerable users.

3.3 Edge-based increase of awareness and support for all traffic participants

Lars Wolf (TU Braunschweig, DE)

Research on Inter-Vehicular Communication (IVC) started already some decades ago. Methods to inform others about existence and actual behavior using Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) and similar have been designed some 20 years ago. During the last decade also means to inform others about observations have been added and standardized with the Collective Perception Message (CPM), thus, increasing the awareness range, e.g., beyond corners. However, these approaches mainly focus on vehicles. Although general ideas and studies to involve Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) into the overall scenario have been brought up more than a dozen years ago, e.g., in projects such as AMULETT, Car2Ped, and work at NTT Docomo, further research would be useful to integrate VRUs more safely into the
traffic landscapes. For that, but also for mere vehicular scenarios, involvement of edge components can help to increase awareness and allow for support of dense traffic situations. Various mobility scenarios can benefit from the inclusion of edge components. However, it brings up new technical needs and concerns. For instance, the edge may and should not only relay messages from vehicles for increased awareness but aggregate several messages to improve scalability, which opens questions about when, what, how to aggregate. Moreover, as it seems now, vehicles may use various communication techniques; the same applies to VRUs as traffic participants with devices worn by humans (smartphones), integrated into protection equipment (helmets, jackets, ...), or attached to bikes/pedelecs, e-scooter, wheelchairs. Overall, real-world scenarios will be complex with many participants, using IVC and non-IVC technologies for communication, many edge components, and needing selection among & handover between them.
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